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Twinkle Twinkle Summer Stars...

Senior Nick Rosenfeld spent part of his summer in Washington, D.C. He even got a chance to meet President Bush.

Sophomores Mitch Patten, Paula Shultz, Katie Geidtaker, Kathryn Brookes, Rachel Johnson, and Jennifer Strassel in San Jose, CA.

Senior Jerry Dupre chills with seniors Amy Forstad, Katrina Patton, and Jillian Gailjer.

Senior Sarah Hambson checks out a so-called mander on the job.

Sophomores Paula Schultz, Katie Geidtaker, and Jennifer Strassel are picking up trash for a servant event in San Jose, CA.

Senior Sarah Hambson, junior Xiao Kinchenen, and senior Stephanie Patton flex at Misty Fjords for their summer Forest Service job.

Seniors Tara Yus and Brooke Orr are taking a risk by diving into the cold Ketchikan ocean.

Look at our president now. He can be our next Bill Clinton.
How I Wonder Where You Were

Seniors Lauren Johnson, Brooke Orr, Jennifer Hewett, and Whitney Hofstede act as tourists this summer by posing in front of the Ketchikan Eagle.

Senior Tara Aus shows off her radical dancing skills at the beach this summer.

Senior Tyrel Faber examines a salmon this summer. 'Way to show school spirit Tyrel.'

Senior Janie Cool acted as 'Memory Man' in front of hundreds of kids in Romania.

Right: Seniors Whitney Hofstede and Lauren Johnson make a new friend in Romania.

Senior Chris Lynch and Jenny Dupre hang out with junior Sonia Christensen and sophomore Anhe Watress.

Seniors Keila Jones and Brittany Maxwell chow down their grub on their summer vacation.
4TH OF JULY

Tenny Dupre and Calin Bjur show that the class of 2003 is the best!

The Class of 2003 Senior Float Stars of the Future

Jamin Cook adds his name to the float.

2003

Right: Xanth Kirschenman, Kyle Hakland, Bob Boyd, and Anders Farstad look like they are having a blast on the float.

Below: Josh Robinson adds his name to the side of the float.

SENIOR FLOAT

Tyasha Mitchell, Anne Elliott, and Sarah Halilmon

Watch out freshmen, here we come!

Pages by Sarah Brandt-Erichsen and Tenny Dupre
Above: Mark Anglin, Kyle Bailey, and Kyle Girt give a quick smile for the camera.

Right: Stephanie Patton, Jennifer Newell, and Whitney Hofstedt are excited to finally be seniors.

Above: Sarah Hollimon, Anne Elliott, Tyeesha Mitchell, Carmen Kasto, Autumn Dale, and Erin Traudt take a break to flash the camera a smile! Erin Traudt is spending her 2003 year in Germany on an exchange. We sure do miss her!

STARS OF THE FUTURE...

Right: Randy Grieve, Kyle Bailey, Mark Anglin, Corey Labute, Jeff Jones, and Tyrel Faber are showing their senior spirit!

Above: Josh Lichtwald, Forrest McGillis, and Megan VanCleave are having an awesome time.

Above: Adam Minshall and Joey Shinn are glad to be part of the float.

Below: These senior girls had a great time!

The 2003 Senior Float was a success.
Senior Walk-In

Seniors wait with excitement before entering the gym to do the Senior Walk-In. Seniors are honored every year with this event.

From left: Britta Christensen, Sarah Hallinan, Miki Ayn Effenberger, and Tycasha Mitchell pose for a picture after the Senior Walk-In.

Left: Beau Poppen, Jared Azure, Bobby Johnson, and Beau Dale, are bowing down to the mighty senior Colm Bjur.

At left: Tyrel Faber, Corey Labule, Joshua Lichtward, and Kyle Girt are enjoying one of their senior assemblies.

Class of 2003 are glowinging as they walk by in the Senior walk-in.

Sarah Brandon-Erichsen, Jenny Dupre, Tara Aus, Brook Orr, and Stephanie Patton pose for a photo taken by the Willows staff.

Seniors Billy Pfeifer and Forrest McGillis performed a song in harmony at the pep assembly.

Right: Senior Keith Woodard wears a devious face for the rally.
Autumn Dale and Jenny Dupre take a break to smile for the camera.

Tara Aus

The senior class after their mud fight. Good job guys!

Geoff Harney

Ashley Hayward

Josh Shultz

Carlos Wiemer

Autumn Dale and Sarah Brandt-Erichsen

Watch out Calvin Bjur! Keelin Gillet has a little fun.

Sarah Brandt-Erichsen

Whitney Hofstead

Alexis Schofield

Kenny Schwartz shows his brute strength by breaking an ax over Sven Westergard's head!
SENIOR CARNIVAL

Senior Class after clean-up

Kraig Bailey

Colin Djur

Kenny Schwartz and Geoff Hamney

Leila Jones and Brittany Maxwell

Chris Lynch

Tara Aus and Jenny Dupre

Kelly Rossbach

Nick Rosenberg

Alex Ortiz

Jess Frietag

Maria Swain

Heidi DeYoung and Kelly McDonald

Brooke Om, Colin Djur, and Steph Patton

Vanessa Boath

Lissette Yehors and Jackie Jacobsen

Ryan Seaver

Ethan Lybrand and Alexis Schofield

Nick Dushanun

Bob Boyd

* 8 Senior Carnival

Papers by Sarah Brandt-Erichsen and Jenny Dupre
SENIOR SUPERSTARS...

BEST SMILE
Kaelin Gillett and Kyle Timmerman

BEST EYES
Josh Shultz and Sarah Hollimon

BEST LAUGH
Whitney Hofstedt and Carlos Wehmer

BEST HAIR
Jens Jorgensen and Maria Swain

TEACHER'S PET
Paul White and Britta Christenson

FUTURE ROCKSTAR
Tye Mitchell and Randy Greive

Larissa Figley and Reid Shafer

Ashley Nelson and Kyle Timmerman

Josh Shultz and Sarah Hollimon

Sarah Brandt-Enichsen and Taylor Jones

Jamin Cook and Emilie Brooks

Megen Vanclieve and Billy Pfeifer

 Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
2003 SUPERLATIVES

BEST CAR
Kyfe Hadland and Anne Elliott

FUTURE PRESIDENT
Nick Rosendfield and Lauren Johnson

MOST ATHLETIC
Anders Farstad and Anne Elliot

CLASS CLOWN
Maria Swain and Devin Hahne

BIGGEST REBEL
Alex Ortiz and Kristin Fahey

PERFECT ANGEL
Josh Robinson and Sarah Brandt-Erichsen

Stephanie Patton and Ryan Seaver

Anna Shepherd and Tyrel Faber

Jamin Cook and Ashley Nelson

Caleb Mickle and Chelsea Rice

Alexis Schofield and Geoff Harney

Brooke Orr and Brendan Mix
Mark Anglin
“Don’t wait for your world to change, change it yourself.”
Thanks, Hans and Laura

Tara Aus

Kraig Bailey
“The greater danger from most of us lies not in setting our aim too high and failing short; but in setting our aim too low and achieving it.”
-Michelangelo Buonarroti

Kyle Bailey
“Have more than thou showest; speak less than thou knowest.”
-William Shakespeare

Callie Bellon
“I am still under the impression that there is nothing alive quite so beautiful as a thoroughbred horse.”
-John Galsworthy

Cailin Bjur
“Live the life you love.”
-Bob Marley

Jared Booth
“Be not overcome with evil, but over come evil with good.”
-Romans 12:21

Vanessa Booth
“It’s hard to keep up with time, once it’s on its way.”
-Ani DiFranco

William Bousley Jr.
“Where there’s a will, there’s a way.”
-Old saying

Robert Boyd
“I follow no man, I got my own plan and it’s called Killuminati.”
-Machiavelli the Don’

Sarah Brandt-Erichsen
“Live like you will die tomorrow, love like it will never hurt, and dance like no one is watching.”
-Unknown

Emilie Brooks
“To give pleasure to a single heart by a single act is better than a thousand heads bowing in prayer.”
-Gandhi

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums
Betta Christensen
Great spirits have always countered violent opposition from mediocre minds.
-Albert Einstein

Alicia Clark

Tan Clark
"Awesome!"
-me

Nicholas Conley
"We're only gonna die of our own arrogance, so why don't we take our time."
-Sublime

Jamin Cook
"To reap the wheat go against the grain."
-Reliant K

Robert Crawford
"One loses many laughs by not laughing at oneself."
-Sara Jeanette Duncan

Autumn Dale
"Don't live to die, die to live."
-Unknown

Joey Dell
Two wrongs don't make a right but I lefts do.
-Myself

Raymond Dell

Jonathan Demmert
"Tomorrow is not promised to anyone."
-Walter Payton

Heidi Deyoung

Jeremy Dinsmore
"I love deadlines. I like the whooshing sound as they fly by."
-Douglas Adams
Celina Dobrydina
“Wherever you go... there you are.”
- Unknown

Derek Dotson
“Though difficulties may still lie ahead, whoever perseveres [with] love will someday find that everything has turned out for the best.”
- Franz Jagerstatter

Jenny Dupre
“Never fear the spaces between your dreams and reality.”
- Belva Davis

Mykelanne Effenberger

Anne Elliot
“Smile: These are the good old days you are going to miss in years to come.”
- Unknown

Tyrel Faber
“I’m so thirsty, it feels like a desert... inside my mouth.”
- Jake Michael

Kristin Fahey
“There is much to learn from crayons: some are sharp, some are dull, others have weird names, or are beautiful, and all are different colors, but without exception, each exists harmoniously within the same box.”
- Myself

Anders Farstad
“The only man who never makes a mistake is the man who never does anything.”
- Theodore Roosevelt

Larissa Figley
“You wait for the spark, you know it will turn you on.”
- Sublime

Jamie Fitzgerald
“Life is short. Enjoy it while it lasts.”
- Unknown

Christina Flores

Jess Freitag
“Your best? Losers always whine about their best. Winners go home with the prom queen.”
- Sean Connery
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Thomas Gaffney
“Wherever laughs, lasts.”
 - Anonymous

Michael Geer
“This mode is incredible, it’s out of this world, too bad I always have to leave it... but that’s life.”
 - Corey Taylor (Slipknot)

Kaelin Gillet
“We are each of us angels with only one wing, and we can only fly by embracing one another.”
 - Luciano de Cresanzo

Kyle Girt
“Sunny times have gone, still our lives go on.”
 - League of 7

Ashley Glenn
“Some days the line I walk turns out to be straight, other days the line tends to deviate.”
 - Ani DiFranco

Kyle Hadland
“If you wasn’t born with it then it wasn’t meant for you to be.”
 - DMX

Devin Hahne
“Failure is never quite so frightening as regret.”
 - The Dish

Geoffrey Harney

Tiffany Harris
“My fate is never the past, always the future.”
 - Me

Matt Haseltine
“All you touch and all you see is all your life will ever be.”
 - Pink Floyd

Mary Hastings

Ashley Hayward
“I listened, I was aware of my success, but I never stopped trying to get better.”
 - Michael Jordan
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Morgan Hein
"On nights such as these, the gods, as has already been pointed out, play games other than chess with the fates of mortals and the thrones of kings. It is important to remember that they always cheat, right up to the end."
-Terry Pratchett

Joshua Henrick
"Emancipate yourself from mental slavery; none but ourselves can free our minds."
-Bob Marley

Anibal Hernandez

Whitney Hofstedt
"Before you speak, it is necessary for you to listen, for God speaks in the silence of the heart."
-Mother Teresa

Sarah Hollimon
"If you can imagine it, you can achieve it. If you can dream it, you can become it."
-William Arthur Ward

Nathan Houts

Stefan Hovik
"The entire universe is one's realm to explore; it is one's adventure and never-ending delight."
-L.L. Rabi

Donald Jason
"Ever since I was a child I have had this inquisitive urge for expansion and growth. To me the function and duty of the human being is the sincere and honest development of one's potential."
-Bruce Lee

David Jacob
"Es ist, als ob ein Engel scheibt."
-Adolf Galland

Jacquelyn Jacobson
"I don't want to get to the end of my life and find that I have just lived the length of it; I want to have lived the width of it as well."
-Diane Ackerman

Lauren Johnson

Pam Johnson
"The question isn't who is going to let me, it's who is going to stop me."
-Ayzen Rand
Jeffrey Jones

Kelsi Jones
“There are some who believe I owe them something, but they are wrong, I owe nothing to no one but myself.”
-Madonna

Taylor Jones
“I think, therefore I am. I think.”
-George Carlin

Jens Jorgensen
“You cannot find new oceans unless you have the courage to lose sight of the shore.”
-Unknown

No Photo Available

Eugeni Kalinin

Carmen Kasko
“The best and most beautiful thing in the world cannot be seen or even touched, they must be felt with the heart.”
-Helen Keller

No Photo Available

Russell Kearney

Xanth Kirschonnan
“Laugh and the world laughs with you, weep and you weep alone.”
-Ella Wheeler Wilcox

Corey LaDuke

Richard Leary
“I hate Tom.”
-Me

No Photo Available

Brandon Lent

Dyan Leonora
“Love is patient, love is kind, love does not delight in evil, but rejoices with the truth. It always protects, always trusts, always hopes, always preserves.”
-1 Corinthians 13:4-7
Joshua Lichtwald
"Don't live a life that is not worth living."
-Unknown

Kelly Long
"Be grateful for what you have... for tomorrow it might not be there."
-Unknown

Kelly McDonald
"I'd rather see the world from another angle."
-Jewel

Brittany Maxwell
"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams."
-Elonore Roosevelt

Forrest McGillis

Elise Mechem
"The only Rose without a thorn is friendship."
-Unknown

Jacob Michels
"Some one call Heaven. They're missing an angel and that angel is you."
-Me

Caleb Mickel
"Your heart is free, have the courage to follow it."
-Braveheart

Adam Minshall
"The true measure of a man is how he treats someone who can do him absolutely no good."
-Samuel Johnson

Tyeasha Mitchell
"Friends are like stars; you can't always see them, but you know they're there..."
-Unknown
Brendon Mix
Worrying is like a rocking chair, it gives you something to do but gets you nowhere.
-Van Wilder

William Montgomery
“The key to a well rounded education is experimentation.”
-Tom Green

J. Carrie Morris
“Tissuch deception we bring upon our fellows and friends.”
-Ian Lietz

Ashley Nelson
“A person can make a difference but a unit can make a miracle.”
-Jennifer Koyle

Jennifer Newell
“Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm.”
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Phoung Nguyen

Brooke Orr
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us.”
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Marie Orr
“An individual doesn’t care if it is facing extinction, it cares if it is feeling pain.”
-Ronnie Lee

Alexander Ortiz

Maureen Pangan
“Always put yourself in others shoes. If you feel that it hurts you it probably hurts the other person too.”
-Unknown

Stephanie Patton
“Do you never imagine things differently than they are? Oh how much you miss!”
-Anne of Green Gables
Sever Paulson
"May the forces of evil become confused on the way to your house."
-George Carlin

Samuel Peterson
"It's too bad the world is based on greed."
-Papa Roach

William Pfeifer
"Orange is the new pink."
-Josie & the Pussycats

Darby Piercy
"Preach the Gospel at all times. If necessary use words."
-St. Francis of Agassi

Tara Potts
"The greatest mistake you can make in life is continually fearing you will make one."
-Elbert Hubbard

Dallas Pont-Bellanich
"Thus happiness depends, as nature shows, less on exterior thing than most suppose."
-William Lowper

Kelli Rassbach
"This is not the end. It is not the beginning of the end. But it is perhaps the end of the beginning."
-Winston Churchill

Chelsea Rice
"We were raised by the system. Now it's time to rise against them."
-Pennywise

Josh Robinson
"Dreaming of the person you want to be is wasting the person you already are."
-Kurt Cobain

Alex Rodriguez
"Life is what you make it so make it what you want because you only have one chance."
-Unknown

Brandon Romney

No
Photo
Available

No
Photo
Available
Joseph Roth
"Trying is the first step toward failure."
-Homer Simpson

Alexis Schofield
"TNT!"

Josh Schultz
"I wanna sail around the world just because it's round, ya know?"
-Brad Nowell

Anna Schwierking
"Don't let the bad guys get you down."
-Unknown

Ryan Seaver

Charisse Seludo
"Don't be afraid your life will end; be afraid that it will never begin."
-Grace Hanson

Reid Schaffer
"You can do anything you want as long as you don't get caught, and you can keep doing it as long as you don't die."
-Unknown

Anna Shepard
"Oui, oui."
-Unknown

Joseph Shinn
"A witty saying proves nothing."
-Voltaire

Sarah Slenkamp
"I can do all things through Christ who strengthens me."
-Phillipians 4:13

Michael Sutton
"We make the site from orbit, its the only way to be sure."
-Aliens
Maria Swaim
"Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay for a while and leave footprints on our hearts, and we are never, ever the same."
-Unknown

Krystle Thompson
"Life isn’t about finding yourself, it’s about creating yourself."
-Anonymous

Kyle Timmerman

Megan Vandevan
"I do my thing and you do your thing. I’m not in this world to live up to your expectations and you’re not in this world to live up to mine. You are you and I am I, and if by chance we find each other... its beautiful!"
-Unknown

No Photo Available

No Photo Available

Mitchell Volpi

Timothy Volpi

Carlos Weimer
“When you lose the important things in life you start to lose yourself.”
-Bunkle

Sven Westergard

Paul White
“Life tends to hit you the hardest when you’re not paying attention.”
-Unknown

Gianna Willard
“I do not fear tomorrow for I have seen yesterday and I hate today.”
-Unknown

Fredrick Woldstad

Keith Woodard
“The greatest thing you’ll ever learn, is just to love and be loved in return.”
-Eben Ahbez
Lisette Yegres
"It takes a minute to find a special person, an hour to appreciate them, a day to love them but, afterwards, a lifetime to forget them."

Jesse Zaugg
"Success comes before work only in the dictionary"
-Anonymous

Megan Gray
"The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched. They must be felt with the heart."
-Helen Keller

Nick Buchannon
"keep your head up"
-2Pac

Brendon Davis
"It is easy to be brave at a safe distance."
-Aesop Scfent

Ethan Lybrand
"TNT?"

Chris Lynch

Amber Williams
"I would be responsible to God alone, if he existed."
-Henry Miller

Senior Autographs
A GLANCE BACK...

Kaelin Gillet, Mark Anglin in the background

Megen Vanleave and Stephanie Patton

Carlos Keimer, Josh Shultz and Kyle Timmerman

Barby Piercy, Whitney Harstedt, and Celeste Dobrynia

Back row, left to right: Autumn Dale, Maria Swain, Chelsea Rice, Josh Bensen, David Jacobs, Joe Sullivan Front row: Carmen Kosta, Anne Elliott, Shannon Sloge, Mark Anglin, Sven Westergard, and Dythe Campbell

Fran Left: Brendan Davis, Kralig Bailey, Kyle Gilr, Josh Robinson, and Nick Wolf

Turel Faber and Anders Farstad

Jenny Dupre and Kelsi Jones

Kyle Bailey

Morgan Hein

Kyle Girt and Kenny Shwartz

Vanessa Booth, Stephanie Patton and Jackie Jacobson

Josh Robinson and Billy Pfeifer
AT OUR LITTLE STARS

From Left: Alexis Schofield, Vanessa Booth, Jackie Jacobson and Ashley Glenn

Left: Stephanie Patton and Brooke Orr

Below: Mark Anglin

Above: Celina Dobrynia

Ryan Seaver, Carlos Weiner, Sven Westergard, Will Montgomery, Josh Shultz, and Kyle Timmerman

Kelly McDonald and Kaelin Gillet

Richard Leary, Elise Erickson, Matt Haseleine, Mark Anglin, and Nick Conley

Above: Kelly McDonald and Megan VanCleave

At right: Jenny Dupre, Kelsi Jones, and Leah Cuplin

Sever Paulson

Above: Stefan Hovik, Sarah Brandt-Erichsen, Josh Robinson, Jesse Labeau, Leah Cuplin, and Will Montgomery
Chelsea Palmer and her boyfriend Kelly White take a picture together.

Chelsea Palmer

Dave and Chelsea Palmer and Courtnie Tuinstra in their wonderful Halloween costumes.

Courtnie Tuinstra and Chelsea Palmer enjoy a day boating at fairy Lake.

Chelsea Palmer

In Chelsea and Janie Palmer pose for a group picture.

Left Chelsea Palmer in a wonderful basketball pose.

Chelsea Palmer and her date Kevin Mackie take a picture before going to a dance.
Chelsea & Courtnie

Rule #8
Be Nice!

Chelsea Anne Palmer

Family members and friends of Courtnie Tunstra and Chelsea Palmer, who died Aug. 1 from injuries sustained in an auto crash, gathered together Thursday afternoon for a prayer service at First United Church's basement. The gathering was designed to raise awareness about the dangers of drunk driving and to remind community members of the need to be cautious on the roads. Chelsea's mother, Vicki Ulm, shared her thoughts on raising awareness and the importance of being vigilant in our community.

The Ketchikan Daily News carried an article and photograph of a tattoo tribute for Chelsea and Courtnie.

From right to left: Chelsea May, Courtnie Tunstra, Chelsea Palmer, and K.C. Greenup pose for a picture at the 2002 Alaskans for Drug-Free Youth conference.

In the back row from left: Allison Neterer, Elise Erickson, Keil Reasbach, Nicole Stahl, and Celea Dobranch have fun with their Kagi Baseball Team. In the front row from left: other team members K.C. Greenup, CeeCee Hill, Xina Kirschenman, Courtnie Tunstra, and Chelsea Palmer join in the fun.
Everyone may remember her as the sporty jock who made people laugh, but I remember her as my best friend. She never asked questions cause she just always understood. She stood up for me against others and even against myself. She could always keep a secret and never passed judgment. She was the most beautiful girl inside and out, that I've ever had the pleasure of knowing. Though I've lost my closest friend, I live on for her and I hope she knows that everything I do is in memory of my best friend. 'Court.' -Jennifer L. LeBaron

"Courtnie was one of the first people I met. She always had a smile on her face. I miss her very much." -Laura Thornburgh

Kate Bernston, a talented artist, was commissioned by Kaye students to paint the memorial painting. Katheryn Brooks and Elizabeth Harpold organized the effort. Ms. Bernston, who works at Ketchikan General Hospital, said after spending time with family and friends of Courtnie and Chelsea, she painted the road going up a mountain into a nest representing that the girls are out of view but still continuing on a journey.

"In Loving memory of Chelsea Ann Palmer and Courtnie Marie Tuinstra: The painting is dedicated to Chelsea Palmer and Courtnie Tuinstra.

"Two beautiful stars faded from the sky but never from our hearts." -Stephanie Patton

Nicole Carlson: When I first met Kate Bernston she was sweet, and was really focused on whatever she was painting at the time. You can tell by viewing her paintings that she puts a lot of thought and soul into her paintings.

"You were the light of many lives, especially mine. There's not a day that I don't wake up thinking of you. You'll always be in my heart. We had so many awesome memories. I just wish we could have had more. All our plans for the future I now pursue alone, but then I remember you'll always be with me. I've heard things happen for a good reason...I honestly don't see any good in this one. I love you, miss you, and will never forget you guys.

Love always and forever. TMC.

"Even though I didn't know the girls that well, they were always really sweet." -Nanci Fogley
In Memory of September 11, 2001


U.S. Coast Guard Capt. Kathy McNulty spoke of the courage of emergency responders during and after the terrorism attack of Sept. 11, 2001.

Sophomore Brandon Eubanks and Junior Houston Laws applauded comments at the memorial.

Sophomores Clay Hanson, Jason Pfeifer and Lane Davis attended the service that recalled the tragedy in New York City, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania.

Retired Marine Tom Corin rang the bell for the Sept. 11 commemorative ceremony at Ketchikan High School.

Kayhi Teacher Rose Rappel and Mrs. Maryret McConbe listened attentively to comments from the stage. Community members and rescue workers and police officers also attended.

Sophomores Kailee Kleinschmidt and Jennifer Hakonb pay close attention to comments about the terrorist attack.

Sophomores Leeanna Booth, Jennifer Campbell, and Kaylyn Hughes give their attention to the memorial.

Page by Olivia Escueta
Autumn’s Gift

As crimson leaves drift to the ground on Autumn’s breeze
Floating aimlessly as my thoughts......
Destined to be surrounded, layer upon layer
Each leaf having unique but similar substance

And in their fall to await death their beauty has never
Been quite as lovely, nor their colors nearly as vivid
Returning to eventual mulch, nourishment for a new beginning
Only hinting that they are renewing life with a whisper of the wind
-Connie Marcum Wong
Nicolle Aaron
Garrett Abbott
Jetro Aleman
Nicolle Adams
Janie Allen
Peter Aylton

Samantha Anderson
Tracy Anderson
Jennifer Asty
Matt Bailey
Paul Bemgard
Gavin Berkley

Monica Blanchard
Kimberly Boles
Lawrence Boychuk
Tes Boyd
Christa Boyer
Pax Broder

Christopher Brooks
John Brown
Matt Brown
Phillip Brown
Shelby Durrous
Megan Cenam

Shannon Charlton
Sonia Christensen
Danny Cook
Lindsay Cox
Ben Creasy
Tyler Crons

Mary Davie
Brian deBoisjoven
Terra Delong
Justin Deyna
Aston Doohan-Crapp
Tayna Dulin

Gaelen Dwyer
Lauren Ederline
Jeff Enters
Elise Erickson
Amy Forstad
Shari Fisher

Kate Galloway
Jillian Gallyer
Tyler Green
Adam Gregg
Taylor Gregg
Gabe Guthrie
Nicholas Schenkl
Sara Schroeder
Rachel Schuerman
Paula Schultze
Zaika Selkide
Kimberlee Shull

Leif Singstad
Jen Swartzen
Nicholas Stubino
Michael Stenkamp
Catlin Stewart
Tae Stewart

Slade Stamil
Jennifer Strassel
Jody Tan
Janes Thomas
Jona Thornburg
Tessa Towne

James Vincent
Amy Hatroos
Kenneth White
Sara White
Bastin Willard
Jonathan Williams

Jesse Willis
Kastassja Kynan
Santia Yeldale
Shanna Zastrow
Alexander Zinger

No Photo
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Class of 2000

11 Sophomores
Don't mess with Tyler Motenson or Bailey Singstad! These freshmen have attitude!

Billy White shows his maturity by blowing spit bubbles.

Freshmen Are People, Too!

Eanna West gets ready to go to class.

Becky Hannon prepares for a night with her baby for Health class.

Nick Galloway, Rochelle Lastinosa, Channelle Boeit, San Saecho, Fer Pingui, and Renaida Gabor pose for the camera as they walk with pride down Freshmen Hall.

Vince Morin pleads for peace between freshmen and seniors.

Braedon Marrs, Rocky Mason, Chase Peters, Cody Cowan, and Ryan Simpson enjoy a tasty lunch in the Kajhi commons.

Lee Freeman and Erik Judson chill in freshmen hall.

Page by Lacey Dunn & Corinna Troll
Kayhi Cross Country Team

Top row, from left to right stand sophomores KC Greenup and Rachel Scheer, junior Houston Laws, sophomore David Graham, junior Marcus Robecker, William Newitt, and Earl Geiter. Sophomores Lane Davis, freshmen Katie Laws, Samantha Clark-Smith, Brian Tora, Natalie Tykhoroff, Thomas Montgomery.

In the second row from left to right are seniors Alex Rodriguez and Sarah Brandt-Enichsen, juniors Sean Maparchand, and Sean Thrash, sophomore Elizabeth Harpold, senior Taylor Jones, juniors Ally Neterer and Erin Nagenti, keeping a low profile in the bottom row from left to right are Coach Medell, juniors Tyler Woodell and Amanda Hampshire, and senior Stefan Novak.

Not pictured: senior Stephanie Patton.

Junior Houston Laws runs strong to the finish.

Junior Erin Nagenti takes on the challenging Juneau course.

Junior Earl Geiter swiftly runs past a Juneau runner.

Senior Sarah Brandt-Enichsen runs hard.

Juniors Anna's Hampshire, Tyler Woodell and Ally Neterer smile for the camera after a strenuous race.

The Kayhi Lady Kings give their "TRUCKIN'" cheer before a race. Look at all those buff legs!

Freshman Thomas Montgomery gives it all until the end of the race.

Juniors Ally Neterer and Sean Thrash relax on the ferry ride home.

Sophomore KC Greenup and freshmen Katie Laws, Natalie Tykhoroff, and Samantha Clark-Smith show off their beautiful smiles.

Juniors Houston Laws, Marcus Robecker, and sophomores Elizabeth Harpold hang out with Coach Medell on the ferry.

RUNNING STARS!!!

Pages by Stephanie Patton and Sarah Brandt-Enichsen
Senior Stefan Hovik and junior Houston Laws take a sharp corner on the Juneau course.

Junior Ally Neterer beats the hill.

Junior Marcus Robecker gives the camera a thumbs up while running his race.

Junior Amanda Hannemeier strides towards the finish line.

Senior Stephanie Patton hands off her sweatshirt before her big home meet.

Sophomore Elizabeth Harpold and Rachel Schuergen are walking the Juneau course before their race.

Junior Tyler Woodell runs a sharp corner on the Juneau course.

Lady King's Varsity Rams are: Juniors: Ananda Hannemeier, Ally Neterer, Erinn Nugent, senior Stephanie Patton; Sophomore: Rachel Schuergen, freshman Karlie Laws, and sophomore K.C. Greenup.


State participants get ready to warm up before their big race.
The team is getting ready to do another awesome play and score a touchdown. The team strategizes its next play.
Sophomore Casey Bass and junior Brandon Larsen pose victoriously after an exciting game.

The team listens attentively and gets ready for its last home game of the season.

Kacey Milokijcuk and Darby Pianty Kaighi school spirit at a home game.

Above: Junior Cody Peters gets up after tackling a Juneau player, while sophomore Rick Grans helps him up.

Right: Senior Sven Westergard, dressed for out of town, plans to play some serious football.

Right: Kaighi huddles so coach can instruct them.

Left: The team gets ready for another play.

Below: The Kings score a touchdown for a tie game.

Left: Sophomore Rick Grans warms up for an upcoming game.
From left, sophomores Elizabeth Harpold, Rowena Manabat, and Rachel Johnson, junior Kate Galloway, freshmen Amy Hadley, sophomores Megan Beattie, Jennifer Strassel, Sara Schroeder, and Paula Schultz frolic under water like mermaids.

Freshmen Karl Chaudery, junior Jeff Enters, freshman Connor Phil, sophomore Mitch Potter, and junior Ben Voetberg, show off their muscles as they lay on the pool floor.
This year the swim team choreographed its own synchronized swimming routine.

Swimming

Senior Nicol Rosenfeld swims his hardest to the finish line.

Sophomores Megan Beatle and Rowena Manabat, senior Nicol Rosenfeld, junior Kate Galloway, and sophomore Sara Schroeder went to San Francisco to compete in a swim meet.

Sophomore Elizabeth Harpold checks out the schedule of the meet here in Ketchikan.

Sophomore Sara Schroeder has some fun at practice with a ball.
The wrestlers are taking a day off to go to a theme park.

Senior Matt Hazeltine, Mr. Collins, and junior Zach Thompson fly high in Minnesota.

Some of the Kayhi wrestlers went to wrestling camp this summer to improve their skills.

Juniors Katrina Potlison and Amy Forstad are team managers.

Juniors Marcus Robecker, Danny Cook, and Adam Gregg smile before their big event.
Sophomore Jarrad Fudge, senior Matt Hazeltine, and junior Jess Boyd await their victory.

The wrestlers huddle for team inspiration.

Junior Zach Thompson fuels up before his match.

Junior Danny Cook is ready to wrestle.

Junior Zach Thompson gives his opponent the match of his life.

Junior Jess Boyd slams his opponent in preparation to be the next broker T.

The team prepares for the big tournament.

Junior David Mann easily defeats his opponent.
After winning their big game the Lady Kings pose for the camera and get a little silly.

The team gives big smiles for the camera while sitting on the ferry coming back home.

Junior Terra Delang and sophomore Larissa O'Brien have a little fun on their trip.

A couple of the team members get a little crazy.
Sophomores Larissa Otness and Lindy Henrick and senior Jackie Jacobson
are alert while waiting for the ball.

Junior Pachricia McClory and sophomore Larissa Otness wait for the
other team to serve the ball.

Seniors Anne Elliott and Jackie Jacobson, junior Terra DeLong, and
sophomore Lindy Henrick consider strategy for scoring a point
against their opponents.

Juniors Tara DeLong, and Christine Lieferman
wait for the ball to come down.

Smiling for the camera are, in front:
Lisette Yegnes, second row from left
Anne Elliott, Christine Lieferman, Shannon
Charlton, Jackie Jacobson, and bow
row from left: Patricia McClory, Terra
DeLong, Elise Erickson, Larissa Otness
and Lindy Henrick.

Senior Anne Elliott, sophomores Larissa Otness
and Lindy Henrick, and junior Jackie Jacobson,
are alert while waiting for the ball.
Freshmen Laura West and Chanele Boel help their teammates get the ball over the net.

Juniors Elise Erickson, Lynnee Mitchell, and Monica Blanchard sophomore Tiffany Coates, and freshman Chelsey May get ready for the ball to come on their side.

Freshmen Chanele Boel bumps the ball to her teammates hoping to score a point.

The whole team discusses what to do for the next play.
Freshman Chelsey May gets ready to hit the ball to the other side for another point.

Freshman Chelsey May sets the ball for her other teammates.

The JV volleyball team gets ready for Sitka to hit the ball over to them.

Juniors Elize Erickson and Lynnlee Mitchell await while freshman Chanelle Port serves the ball.

The team huddles up before the big game.
Ketchikan High School

Varsity Squad

Left: Senior
Ryan Leonard
shows her
flexibility and
balancing skills.

Right: Sophomore Ashley
Reed and junior Tani Hahn
"Sink it-----ttttttt"

Junior
Lauren
Eldridge,
seniors P-Dane,
and D-Dane,
settle, purdy
and pretty
before they
go off to
cheer the
Kuhi Kings.

Back row, left to right: Freshman Andrew Russell, coach Brenda Rasmussen,
sophomore Ashley Reed, and junior Mike Tiltsworth. Middle row: Junior Tani
Hahn, seniors Sarah Siskamp, Darby Piercy, and junior Lauren Eldridge. Front
row: Senior Ryan Leonard, juniors Nik Adams, and Tracy Anderson.

Freshman Andrew
Russell, junior Nik
Adams, and senior
Darby Piercy form
a pyramid.

Junior Rachel
West, freshman
Jessica Hahn,
and junior
Lynlee Mitchell
cheer their
hearts out for
the JV game.

The girls give their
manager, junior Mary
Grace Sevilla, some love
for the big pep rally.

Junior
Lauren
Eldridge,
struts her
stuff and
shows
everyone
who is #1.

Juniors Tani Hahn,
Tracy Anderson,
senior Darby Piercy,
and sophomore
Ashley Reed cheering,
in perfect unison.

\[\text{H-O-T-O-G-O The Kings are hot to go! Another perfect cheer from the girls.}\]
Junior Varsity Squad

Left to right: Freshman Jessica Hahn, Junior Jamie Karneyer, Freshman Kacey Miley-Cayk, Juniors Rachel West and Lynniee Mitchell.

Juniors Tracy Anderson, Niki Adams, Toni Hahn, and sophomore Ashley Reed. Pump, pump, go Kings, go Kings. Pump it up, pump it up, you've got to pump it up. Pump it up, pump it up. Say what, say what, say what?

Give em the fin, the fin, the fin. Ugh, ugh?

Juniors Lauren Elending and Toni Hahn show off their flexibility.

Can junior Niki Adams, seniors Sarah Slemp and Barby Piercy, sophomore Ashley Reed, Freshmen Andrew Russell, juniors Toni Hahn, Lauren Elending, Tracy Anderson and Mike Tittsworth get any more peppy?

The JV girls working up the crowd, getting everyone pumped up in the middle of the Lady Kings Invitational.

The scorpion perfectly executed by senior Dylan Leonora, juniors Toni Hahn, and Lauren Elending.

Another stunt pulled off perfectly by the talented girls.

Left: Seniors Sarah Slemp and Barby Piercy get pumped up around their coach, Brenda Rossasen.
Kayhi Drill Team

Junior Abby Manuel - "Performing is the best part of Drill Team. It's a chance to show people that you can get your groove on!"

Junior Ananda Hammelmeister - "Work until it burns!"

Back row, left to right: Freshmen Nicole Carlson, Kirsten Flynn, Jennifer Hoyt, and sophomore Dori Naculcat. Front row: Freshmen Renaida Gabor, sophomore Dawn Reno, junior Ananda Hammelmeister, and freshman Contesta Pahang.

Freshman Chalse Peters - "Worrying is like a rocking chair. It gives you something to do but it doesn't get you anywhere!"

Whoa! Since when did freshman Chalse Peters turn into a Mini-Me wannabe?

The girls gallop like they're never galloped before as they do the Pony.

Junior Ananda Hammelmeister and freshman Contesta Pahang are hopped up for their big performance of Crush.

Have the Drill Team girls done something naughty or are they just a little wild at 68 Kayhi Drill Team?
Right: Freshman Renaida Gabor as innocent and frail as she looks or is it just an act for the camera. It's just an act, Rene puts on good performances and dazzles the crowd with her abilities.

Below: So many red shiny pant-pants, so many shiny sock pants...

Right: Sophomore Dawn Reno - 'You're never fully dressed without a smile.'

Left: Freshman Nicole Carlson, Renaida Gabor, Jennifer Hoyt, and junior Ananda Hammeister move like the wind.

Sophomore Bonni Nacionales - 'Practice makes perfect.'

Above: Freshmen Renaida Gabor, Contessa Pahallo, junior Ananda Hammeister, sophomores Tiffany Alba, Dawn Reno, and Bonni Nacionales lock their legs as high as they can and still do it in sync.

Left: The girls get their freak on with their 'Crush' senior Alex Rodriguez.

Managers junior Abby Manuel and freshman Chase Peters do their 'manager dance'."
# Varsity Boys Basketball

![Team Photo]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Montgomery</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Bjur</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Boyd</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendon Mix</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anders Farstad</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5'10</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Henrick</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Klinko</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>6'1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nate Norton</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6'1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Steward</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5'9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Bass</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5'8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Richardson</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>6'5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Clark</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6'0</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Altman</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6'1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ Pahang</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5'5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Montgomery</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>6'1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Senior Hoop STARS!!!

From left to right: Colin Bjur, Josh Henrick, Will Montgomery, Anders Farstad, Bob Boyd, and Brendon Mix.
Senior Colin Bjur takes a shot over a Philomath player. Of course, the shot was good!

Senior Will Montgomery lets his teammates know that he is open and ready for a pass.

Sophomore Casey Bass goes up for a shot. He plays tough ball.

Seniors Anders Farstad, Josh Hendrick, and Will Montgomery wait for the referee to make his call.

Senior Anders Farstad prepares to receive a pass.

Senior Colin Bjur gets down and ready to make an awesome play.

Sophomore Tyler Richardson is about to take a shot...

Senior Bob Boyd tells his team what he wants them to do.

Junior Nate Norton looks for an open player...

Left: The Kings on the bench cheer on their teammates.

Right: The Kings receive a pep talk from Coach Brown during a home game.

Left: The Kings on the bench cheer on their teammates.
### IV Boys Basketball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>HEIGHT</th>
<th>GRADE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mike Jepson</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Dale</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josh Boyd</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beau Poppen</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Simpson</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Braedon Marrs</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casey Klass</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared Azure</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey Howe</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Brickman</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IV Team Captains:**
- Mike Jepson
- Beau Poppen
Freshman Jared Azure waits to see if he made a basket. Of course, he did. Way to go bud!

Freshman Braedon Marris watches his shot go in.

Freshman Jordan Erickson follows through after shooting the ball.

Sophomore Mike Jepson dribbles the ball under the basket.

Below: Freshman Josh Boyd is in the air to take an awesome shot.

Freshman Casey Klask tries for a three-pointer.

Freshman Corey Howe watches in amazement as his shot actually goes in the basket! Good job, Corey!

Freshmen Braedon Marris and Beau Poppen never miss an opportunity to clown around in front of the camera. Lookin' good guys.
Lady Kings

Varsity Basketball

Left: The crowd anticipates the moment the ball gets in the hoop as senior Anne Elliott shoots her free throw.

Above: Sophomore Taryn Edvardson brings Kayla a point closer to catching up to the North Bend girls.

Left: Sophomore Lacy Henrick shoots the ball as Coach Nussid watches her and her form from a distance. Of course, her form is perfect.

Left: Sophomore Rocquele Pahang shoots the ball as seniors Whitney Hollett and Maria Swain and the Sitka girls get ready for the rebound. Rebound? What rebound? With Rocquele making the free throw, there's no doubt she scored a point.

Left: The Lady Kings are the toughest, fiercest, and hottest chicks in town, so opposing teams are always intimidated by them.

Below: The girls huddle up and get psyched up before their big game against the Craig, Panthers.
Bottom: JoMarie Albo, Chauna Herby, Chelesy May, Joy Dennert

Freshman Laura West is ready for the pass.
Sophomores Rhiana Zastrow and Joy Dennert watch K.C. Greenup make her free throw.
Freshman Chelsea May takes a shot from the free throw line.

Freshman Janine Mickie and sophomores Joy Dennert and Rachel Johnson watch the game.
Freshman Chauna Herby gets ready for the rebound.
The C team gets a little crazy for the picture.
Lady Kings JV Team

Junior Terra DeLong, sophomore Larissa Otness, and junior Shannon Charlton are happy to get the ball back.

Juniors Xina Kirschennan, Terra DeLong, Aleasha Hayward, sophomore Larissa Otness, and freshman Laura West all gather around Coach Hamner during a time out.

Junior Xina Kirschennan is ready to get the rebound.

Junior Aleasha Hayward wants the ball to shoot a three.

Sophomore Katie Geldaker puts up a shot during the JV game.

Junior Shannon Charlton gets the pass and drives to the basket.

Junior Katrina Pattison, sophomore Larissa Otness, junior Aleasha Hayward, and sophomore Lindy Hendrick warm up before the game.

Junior Katrina Pattison does a power dribble past a Sitka post player.

Grls JV Team 77
Ms. Richardson - "I want to be a nurse and help the elderly."

Olivia Naitkong - "I'm going to be Mrs. Anthony Charles, make lots of C.D.'s with my bro, D.J. Juice, and make a ton of $$."

Wesley Jones - "I'm gonna be the first female president."

Nick Rader - "I'm gonna grow up, make money, and be Chris Lynch's sister's love monkey."

Madame Z. - "I want to be a famous writer and earn big royalties."

Laura West - "I'm gonna be the best brain surgeon ever and I'm going to switch my sister Leanna's brain with a monkey's brain."

Emily Willett - "In the future I'm going to be famous because my French name is Nicolette Willett."

Dyan Leonora - "In the future I see myself happily married to Anthony Sevilla. We will have 3 children, two girls named Nize and Jazden, and a son named Tunis. I will be working as a graphic designer and Anthony will be a professional welder. We will be a rich family living in California, but always traveling to different places, such as Paris, Hawaii, and of course, our hometown, the Philippines."

Josh Lichtwald - "In the future I see myself with a beautiful girl that I love and who loves me back. She would work as a cook in Disney World. I would be a pilot or a race car driver. We would have 2 or 3 kids whose names would be Faith and James or Michael. We would live in a big house in Florida and be happy for the rest of our lives."

Fer Pingul - "I see myself being a successful rapper and living in New Orleans with my family."

Tracy Anderson & Mary Grace Sevilla - "We will be shoe models and live in Paris and own a super-duper huge shoe store!"

James Vincent - "Since I don't get girls now, I'll be the ultimate ladies man."

Boyd Runnion - "I'm going to be the next Pink Taco Rapper, yo."

80 Stars of the Future
Dakota Langstaff - "I wanna be a supermodel and model underwear."

Hannah Martin - "I'm going to be the first woman to walk on the sun!"

Erin Nugent - "Eating food and being Ben Rosenfeld's wife."

Nicole Hill - "When I grow up I'm gonna marry Dakota Langstaff in Las Vegas and support him in his underwear modeling career!"

Whitney Holstedt & Stephanie Patton - "We see ourselves as future folk singers and line dancers. Yee haw! We'll give you free lessons, folks!"

Lynnlee Mitchell - "I can see myself in the future very rich, living in a big house with a nice car in HAWAII!"

Bonni Nacionales, Caitlin Stewart, Tiffany Coakes & Abby Manuel - "We are going to devote our future to finding and marrying Josh Hartnett."

Ryan Seaver - "I want to be married to a rich old lady."

Jeff Jones - "I will be a millionaire with a Dodge Viper."

Mark Anglin - "Lay back in my Mercedes."

Kyle Howe - "When I grow up I want to ride Harleys all day with Mr. Krais."

Amy Farstad - "In the future, I'll be living far away from here, probably homeless famous."

Jillian Gallyer - "In the future, I'm going to be the ruler of a cow farm where I'll milk my cows with a six prong socket and I'll make all my workers walk around with udders on their heads."

Bobby Boyd - "In the future I want to lay around all day and do what I enjoy most."

Zach Thompson - "Using my smooth skills on internet dating services."

Stars of the Future & Page done by Maureen Pagan and Aaron Manuel
Senior William Montgomery and freshman Thomas Montgomery.


Above left: Junior Amy Forstad and senior Anders Forstad.

Junior Autumn Boyle and freshman Beau Boyle.

Senior Mike Geer and freshman April Geer.

Sophomore Charles Allman and freshman Eliza Pearce.

Sophomore Kayla White and senior Emily Brooks.

Freshman Leanna West, junior Rachel West, freshman Laura West, and junior Josh West.

Above right: Junior Tani Hahn and freshman Jessica Hahn.

Freshman Amber Kornmeyer and junior Jamie Kornmeyer.

Senior Tani Cook and junior Danny Cook.

Junior Tim Boyd, senior Bob Boyd, and freshman Josh Boyd.

Senior Billy Pfeifer and sophomore Jason Pfeifer.

Freshman Eugene Boyan and Adan Boyan.
HOLLYWOOD STARS
(LOOK-A-LIKES)

Will the real Slim Shady please stand up? Our very own teen idol!

EMINEM
James Vincent
Aaron Carter
Kenny Schwartz

Opps... another one!

Is it an Urban Legend or are these two twins?

Britney Spears
Jennifer Newell
Rebecca Gayheart
Janae Allen

You only have seven days...

Strike a pose!

Little boy from 'The Ring'
Billy White
Owen Wilson
Taylor Jones

61 Celebrity Page Pages by Sarah Brondal-Eriksen and Jenny Dupre
We all agreed that Stephanie Patton shared a strikingly similar resemblance to Claire Danes, and we just couldn’t pick only one photograph.

Wouldn’t you like to be “Home Alone” with these hunks?

Where is your Romeo?

Look at these “Pretty Women!”

Lauren Ambrose  Sonia Christensen  Julia Roberts  Mukael Anne Effenberger
Trick or Treat, Smell my Feet.

Senior Devin Holme looks eerily like a phantom costume.

Is it hot in here or is it just our KHS freshmen junior Nickolas Hill and freshman Dakota Langstaff? Careful where you point those Hatchetts; you might poke someone’s eye out.

PRF: Senior Sean Kehran would blow away the competition in a costume contest.

What’s that sexy beast? Oh, it’s only junior James Wick and Nice Legs.

Sophomores Jessica Hoffman and Erin Kuehle are looking hot in their tutus.

Juniors Tally Mead and Erin Nagelzett are good little school girls, but where’s the naughty school girl? Make sure you look for junior Shannon Clackton over at the next page.

Senior Keith Woodard croaches in fear; he wasn’t expecting the bright flash.

Tiger Taylor Greys tones off her Zorro suit.

Meowww! Sophomore Tiffany Abia sticks out her tongue in her Hot costume.

Senior Tom McCarrin poses as a Mexican dude. Kaylee finally got her very own bubble wrap supermodel! Sophomores Jennifer Strasser, Genavieve Carroll, and Michelle Meredith are both hot! Don’t blink; those bubbles would make you start helping too.

Page by Stephanie Patton, Whitney Hohsted, and Aaron Manuel.
Kayhi Students Look So Neat!

Above: Mrs. Bowlen's Folklore & Fairy Tales class looks as enchanting as the characters in the tales.

Senior Sarah Brandt, freshman Anne Elliott, junior Sonata Christensen, and senior Jendi Dupre are shown here as the bobcats' club chiks.

The Advanced Placement English class has some of the most creative costumes in the school. Mrs. Tromas's class is full of the Halloween spirit.

Mr. Roppert's writing, projects class is full of enthusiasm. What's this? A junior Shannon Charchut a naughty little school girl? Bad Shannon, bad!

Mrs. Tromas's other AP English class has some very innovative costumes.

Courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums.
Senior Sa-ah Holnon as the Sugar Plum Fairy.

Senior Kelly McDonlad as the Dew Drop Fairy.

Senior Megan VanCleave as the Dawn Fairy.

The Nutcracker

Seniors Kelly McDonlad, Megan VanCleave, Jenny Dupre, Kaelin Gillet, Sarah Hollinon, and Kelsi Jones show their ballerina grace.

Lindsey Tucker and sophomores Katie Cronk and Carly Koch perform as flowers in the Nutcracker.

Seniors Kaelin Gillet and Collin Bjørn, Taylor Hicks, and Thor Graham played the Stubbins family.

Senior Kaelin Gillett, junior Patricia Mcclory, and senior Sarah Hollinon dance as snowflakes in the Nutcracker.
Juniors Ben Rosenfeld and Tallie Medel danced as very tricky jester dolls. Senior Calin Bjur gets suited up for a night of dancing. Boy, he looks excited!

Tallie and Ben in action!

Gaalen Dwyer, Kimberly Bole, and freshman Chelsea Goucher, and Katie Cessna play maids and ladies in the Nutcracker performance.

The Nutcracker Prince lifts senior Keelin Gillet into the air in their Spanish dance.

Nutcracker Prince and Jenny Dupre pose during their snow flake dance.

Brandon Nicholson and Corey Brown show off their muscles while lifting Kebi Jones into the air during their Arabian dance.
CARS OF THE STARS

Tyrrel Faber's nice little Geo!

Taylor Jones need to learn to love his Tracker!

This red-hot Jeep Cherokee will zip you out to BEEACH.

That's one nice truck you got there, Joey Shin!

"NEVER UNDERESTIMATE THE POWER OF A NOVA." Lindsey Johnsons red wonder can be seen cruisin' past other vehicles on sharp corners!

Watch out, 'cuz here comes RYROCK's MONSTER racer!!

You can hear Ben Philip's bad-boy truck rumbling a mile away!

Don't be fooled by this vans soccer-mom appearance, because you'll find that its Morgan Hein zippin' down Tongass!

Here is Russ Kearney's pride and joy.

Below: Mark Anglin's Dodge Neon proudly displays the 'Knight Hawks' logo.

Suzuki POWER!!

Right: Kelli Rassbach's little retro vehicle. Right below Josh Robinson's Zuki has been through a lot!

Forest McGill's Blazer is one tough puppy!

Sarah Brandt-Erichsen's Ranger is "Built Ford Tough!"

Wonder who's car this is? 'SHANNY,' hmmm. Tough one!

Joey Dell uses his chick-mobile on all the ladies!

(NICE AND NOT-SO-NICE CARS!!)

Page by Sarah Brandt-Erichsen and Jenny Dupre

90 Cool Cars
SUPERHEROS

IF YOU COULD BE ANY SUPERHERO, WHO WOULD IT BE, AND WHY?!
Junior Nate Norton raises the roof after throwing a free shot. With the scores tied at the moment, it’s anyone’s game.

Senior Jenny Dupre and junior Jillian Geiger show their school spirit by dancing the Mr. & Mrs. King suit.

Left: The Kings dazzle the crowd with the new routine. With choreography that is perfectly in sync, they earned the crowds applause.

Right: Sophomore Casey Boe gets some great air and scores Kaigh another 2 points.

Left: The Kings make a stunning entrance on their first quarter Cochrane game.

Freshman Thomas Montgomery shoots the ball and earns Kaigh another point.

K. H. S.

Who’s gonna win this game tonight? We are! We are! Who’s gonna win this game tonight? KHS! chants junior Tori Hahn.

The Kings Kings run fiercely around the gym to show their opponents who’s gonna win this game tonight.

Left: The drill team

Right: Sophomore Tyler Richardson waits in anticipation for the referee to get the games started again.

Top right: Sophomore Casey Boe gets some great air and scores Kaigh another 2 points.

Top left: The Kings dazzle the crowd with the new routine. With choreography that is perfectly in sync, they earned the crowds applause.

Bottom left: The Kings run fiercely around the gym to show their opponents who’s gonna win this game tonight.

Bottom right: Sophomore Tyler Richardson waits in anticipation for the referee to get the games started again.

KHS%}

92 Homecoming Games
Senior Nate Norton and senior Bob cloud walk wearily across the gym after a rigorous game.

The Varsity Cheerleading squad churns senior Ryan Leonard and junior Tani Hahn into the air.

Sophomore Charles Atkinson shoots a 3-pointer in the remaining seconds of the quarter.

The cheerleaders ask the pep club and pep band: "How do you feel?!?"

Pep band: "We feel good. Oh we feel so good. Oh we feel so good. Oh oh oh!"

Pep club: "We feel good. Oh we feel so good. Oh we feel so good. Oh oh oh!"

Left: Senior Colin Bjur gets rough with a Mt. Elizabeth opponent.

Right: Senior Anders Fairstad fights to get the rebound.

Right: A nice shot by senior William Montgomery.

Left: All eyes are on senior Anders Fairstad as the crowd hopes his free throw will earn Kautz another point to winning the game.
Homecoming Court

Freshmen Class
- Jessica Hahn and Chaise Peters
- Jonny Gaffney and Britta Christensen
- Brendon Mix and Ryan Leonora

Sophomore Class
- Jarrad Fudge and Tony Edwardson
- Gianna Willard and Alex Ortiz
- Geoff Harney and Kaelin Gillet

Junior Class
- Ben Voetberg and Tallie Medel
- Anne Elliot and Sven Westergard
- Jackie Jacobson and Josh Robinson

Pages by Whitney Hofstedt and Stephanie Patton
Honeymoon King, Ben Westergard stands proudly with Queen Kaelin Gillet.

Last year's queen, Chelsea Woodell, crowns Kaelin Gillet.

Seniors Tommy Gaffney, Britta Christensen, Brendan Mix, and Julian Leonora look stunning.

Seniors Gianna Willard, Alex Ortiz and sophomores Jarrod Fudge, and Tony Edwardson are excited about their nominations.

Junior Tailgate Medet gives the camera a wink while standing with her partner Ben Voeltberg.

The 2002 Homecoming Court stands in formal alignment.
Homecoming Dance

Sophomore Ashley Reed and Perry Leistikow rock out.

Sophomore Caitlin Rettle shows off his breakin' moves.

Juniors Monica Blanchard and Lauren Blending enjoyed their night on the dance floor.

Senior Ashley Howard and junior Xina Kimcheeana have a dance to themselves.

Junior Rachel West and freshmen Lenna West and Laura West get funky on the dance floor.

It's gettin' hot in here, so take off all your clothes...
Sophomore Jessica Hoffman, junior Amy Farstad, sophomore Tony Edwards, Raquell Feikang, juniors Sonya Christensen, Jillian D'Agger, and senior Jenny Dupre didn't take off any clothes, but they sure turned up the heat.

Page done by Gabe Guthrie and Olive Notling.
What Would You Do for A Klondike Bar?

Senior Calab Mickel will do anything for a yummy Klondike bar, so he shows us his nary handstand.

Sophomore Jarrod Fudge sneaks into Mr. Pennington's office and snatches one of his many colorful ties.

Senior Jackie Jacobson sings the latest pop song while on top of a lunch table in the commons.

Freshmen Bobby Johnson will even kiss the senior square for just one bite of a Klondike bar!

Senior Mark Aydin jumps into a fancy break dance move.

Sophomore Loyd Roth gives Mr. Pennington a big hug. Is Mr. Pennington enjoying this kind act?

Sophomore Josh Cohen flexes his buff arms but won't that Klondike bar fatten them up?

Senior Jenny Dupre smiles with her legs up in the air while turning her cartwheel.

Freshman Branson Quint hesitantly drinks a mixed up drink in a milk carton.

Page by Stephanie Patton & Whitney Hofstead.

What Would You Do for a Klondike Bar? 97
Mr. Maynard - "While I was coaching a basketball game, I yelled at the referee and my gum accidentally flew out of my mouth and onto the referee's face."

Alicia Vasquez - "My most embarrassing moment was when I tripped and almost fell down the aisle at my wedding."

Mrs. Bruce - "On the absolute top of my list, I won't tell you, so there. I'll never lie it down. But I can tell you I loaded my rifle with a cartridge from the wrong box one time and when I got to the deer, his neck was blown to the smithereens."

Andrew Russell - "When I was in the 1st grade I liked to watch that really dumb show called Mighty Morphin Power Rangers. Yeah, I know, but I was little. One day I was at school I went to the bathroom. Well, while I was in the bathroom I started singing, not just any song, but the Power Rangers theme song. I knew that song, from beginning to end, and I even did the sound effects. I washed my hands and I walked into my classroom and everyone started laughing at me. I frantically asked why everyone was laughing at me. They told me I was a great singer. (They heard me through the wall.) My face turned red, red as I sat back down in my seat."

Brandon Morris - "Way way way back when, oh about 6 years ago I woke up from a人iirating nap. It was great. Little did I know that I was actually sleepwalking. I left my bed and walked out into the living room. I was greeted by my brothers, Seth and Aaron. Aaron asked me how I was and what I was up to. I told him I was going to the bathroom. He said OK and let me go. To his surprise, he saw me walk into my kitchen, take out the garbage, and start perving in the garbage can. He yelled at me and that is when I found out what I was doing. It was really embarrassing and it was horrible."

Nichole Aaron - "I was climbing on the rainbow jungle gym at Point Higgins when the bell rang to go inside. I jumped down, but one of the prongs caught the back of my shirt. I just hung there, slowly falling out of my shirt. I had to get a friend to help me down. Everyone was laughing."

Carrie Morris - "I fell down the stairs, hit my head on the door and made a hole in it."

Stars of
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Gavin Berkey - "I've always worn really baggy pants, and my friends like to joke about it. So one day during my freshman year, Corey Labuke pantied me in the commons to teach me a lesson for not wearing a belt."

Kate Gallaway - "One time, at Bible Camp, I saw this very cute boy with his shirt off and I went back for a second glance and ran into a tree. A couple days later I heard a song about someone running into a tree, a song that all the guys wrote me."

Michelle Mikolajczek - "One fine morning, I was in a hurry to get ready for school so I just threw some clothes on and ran out the door. As I was walking, to my car, I got real cold, and these people were all staring and laughing at me. So I reached in my pocket to get something, to pass them with, but then I couldn't find my pocket, and that's when I realized I had no pants on."

Kraig Bailey - "I fell asleep in Mrs. Green's class and I woke up with drool all over my face and the teacher told me to wake up and threw a Kleenex in my face. Everyone was laughing."

Tory Edwardsen - "Xina and I were walking home from school, and we saw my 'uncle's truck' so we got in, shut the door, and we saw a stranger eating a bag of chips."

Courtney Hayes - "I was at the beach watching these really hot guys. I fell asleep and when I woke up they were gone and I was really sunburned. I was called 'lobster' for weeks."

 Courtney Hayes - "I was at the beach watching these really hot guys. I fell asleep and when I woke up they were gone and I was really sunburned. I was called 'lobster' for weeks."
Mrs. Bowlen - "When I was in 7th grade, I was playing Hide-n-Seek with my friends after hours at school. I went downstairs to hide in the basement stairwell and fell into the uncovered septic tank."

Brendon Mix & Nate Horton - "We were up in Sitka on a basketball trip and at half time of the JV game we went to the girls locker room to change and go to the bathroom. When we were going to the bathroom the Drill Team came in and started doing their hair and we were still in the stalls."

Dawn Reno & Contessa Pahang - "I was eating at Oceano with Contessa and I saw my future husband across the room. I smiled at him and he kinda smiled back. Then he started mouthing something to me, but I couldn't understand what he was trying to say. So he walked over to me, bent down, came close to my face, and whispered, 'You have salad between your teeth.' I freaked out, grabbed the nearest napkin and accidentally knocked over Contessa's pop. It spilled all over her pants so it looked like she had an accident."

Marcus Robecker - "One time, when I was changing after wrestling practice, Xina walked in on me and umm, yeah."

Jillian Gallyer - "Once upon a past embarrassing moment, I was in the ice cream/candy shop in the SeaTac Mall. There was an ice cream cone on the counter and I thought it was a really realistic so I stuck my finger in it. And all of a sudden this woman said, 'Uh, that's my ice cream.' I got all red and felt so dumb."

Casey Klose - "One time, when I went to Canada for basketball, I was sitting in line to get into the building, I suddenly remembered that I forgot my I.D. So I looked in my wallet to grab my school I.D., then I realized I forgot that too. So I had to beg the custodians guy to let me through. Then my coach came. I got in, but the custodians guy told me I was stupid."

Amy Farstad - "I was on a softball trip in Oregon. The whole team would drive around in a big van. There was like 15 of us. Well at a big intersection we all jumped out to do the Chinese fire drill, I jumped out, but the seatbelt caught my foot, and I kinda just tumbled out. That was neat."

Christa Boyer - "My freshman year at the Clarke Cochrane I was walking out of the building, and looking at these really cute guys, and right when I hit the carpet I tripped and fell on my face. It was horrible!"

Darby Pierce - "During cheerleading practice, Andrew, Sarah and I were getting ready to do a basket toss with Ryan. We got into position and started counting, 1, 2, and on the count down I let it out, a really loud one. Once Ryan landed our hands she quickly got off and asked if I cut the cheese. I said yes, and everyone started cracking up. It was very funny for everyone, but it was traumatizing for me."

Melissa Williams - "One time during class, when I fell asleep, the teacher was talking to me and I kept talking back until my friend woke me up. I don't remember what I said, but I guess it was funny."
The Yearbook Staff
(top, row, left to right): Freshmen
Corrina Troll, Lacey Dunn, Lenny Kuni, Jennifer Hoyt, Shanna Chambers, Nicole Carlson, sophomore
Naomi Figley, junior
Erik Natkang, seniors
Maureen Pangyan, Whitney Hofstede, Sarah Brandon—
Nolten, Jenny Dupre, Stephanie Patton, editors Gabie Guthrie, Aaron Manuel, and
freshman Olima Escuela (not pictured: Laura
Thomburg)

Freshman Nicole
Carlson looks like she's
having fun making
yearbook badges
for everyone in Willow to wear.

Senior Maureen Pangyan and
freshman Corrina Troll, two
of our poster girls, are
hard at work making ex-
quise posters for Kahi
to gaze upon.

Freshman Lacey Dunn crops
her pictures so Jostens will
know the approximate
measurements to shrink or
enlarge the pictures.

This year is sophomores
Naomi Figley and Laura
Thomburg's first year in
Willow. Expect many
great photos from
these girls!

This is senior Sarah Brandt—
Erik Natkang's second year in Willow.
She is an important asset to the
production of the yearbook.

Senior Jenny Dupre is our
Seniors Editor: "Being in
charge of all the seniors pages
is a great responsibility, but we
all know she'll get the job done!

Juniors Gabie Guthrie & Ollie
Nolten, our first year yearbook
students. The first year in
yearbook can be a lot of work
and very stressful but, these girls
will get past that and make
awesome pages.

Juniors Gabie Guthrie & Ollie
Nolten, our first year yearbook
students. The first year in
yearbook can be a lot of work
and very stressful but, these girls
will get past that and make
awesome pages.

Seniors Stephanie Patton &
Stephanie Patton are our most
photogenic girls in class. Be
sure to look for their other
exuberant pictures.

Sometimes, freshmen
Shanna Chambers, Nicole
Carlson, Corrina Troll,
Jennifer Hoyt, Lacey Dunn
and Olima Escuela get a
little crazy.
Although there are deadlines and other important dates to worry about in Willow, there are other days where we can all just sit back and relax, which would usually be during the 2nd semester of the course.

Mrs. Stillman shows freshman Lenny Krum how to fill out receipts for yearbook sales. Getting the correct information for the sales is important, so everyone who bought a yearbook gets what they paid for.

Our poster girls made some awesome posters this year trying for a more unique and creative look than in previous years. We will think poster chick freshmen Corinna Troll, Shanna Chambers, Nicole Carlson, Jennifer Hoyt, poster guy Lenny Krum, and senior Maureen Pangan for all the hard work in getting students and teachers aware of the yearbook sales.

Yearbook cover design $2,000.
Poster chick fresmen Lacey Dunn put up posters for Friends Ads. Ads are an important way of preserving memories and generating income for yearbook production costs.
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Yearbook staff members look like they are having tons of fun getting their picture taken.
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO SAY ABOUT YOUR JOB?

"It's hard," states SBA president Nick Rosenfeld.

"I enjoy it. I go to meetings and I participate and help the school," says SBA VP Tom Gofney.

"I control your lives," declares SBA Secretary Tom McCarty.

From left: Tom McCarty, Gavin Berkey, Terra Delong, Nick Rosenfeld, Tyler Crank, Elyse Erickson, Billy Pfeifer, Tamin Cook, Taylor Jones, Ryan Seaver, Amber Williams, Kendra Huffine, Tyler Woodell, Ashley Nelson, Mark Angland, Conner Pihl, Tiffany Alba, Kamille Laws, Blaine Neaton, Monica Blanchard, Ashley Reed, and Hannah Zellner.
"Don't get suckered into this job!" suggests Senior Class President Taylor Jones.

"How did I become President?" asks Junior Class President Tyler Crane.

"It's fun to boss people around," says Sophomore Class President Jackie Tan.

"Oh it's cool. Yah... lots of fun," remarks Freshman Class President Bobby Johnson.

"I love it and I'm a better vice president than a president," explains Senior Class Vice President Jamin Cook.

"It's fun!" exclaims Sophomore Class Secretary Ashley Nelson.

"It's really really hard! Way to much work for me!" complains Junior Class Secretary Gavin Derely.

"It's fun to boss people around," says Sophomore Class President Jackie Tan.

"At least Lizzy is here with me!" says Sophomore Class VP Katheryn Brooks.

"Uh... It's fun!" says Freshman Class Secretary Kanille Laws.

"It's fun to boss people around!" says Sophomore Class President Jackie Tan.
National Honor Society

Alex Ortiz shakes Kelli Rossrachs hand at the induction ceremony.

Only the BEST!

Sallie: proudly, the NHS class of 2002-2003 share a group photo holding their certificates.

Sallie: hands Erin Noyens her certificate while attempting to shake her hand.

Annie Elliot gives a short speech at the NHS ceremony.

Alex Ortiz shares what NHS life is like.

Billy Pfeifer starts off the ceremony with a welcoming speech.

Jamin Cook lights candles at the beginning of the ceremony.
Senior Aribel Hernandez came to Kusshi from Mexico through the American Field Service program. He stayed with the Baker family.

Senior Lisette Ye reges of Venezuela spent the year at Kusshi through Rotary International. During her visit she stayed with the Jocobsons and then with Karen Polley, director of the University of Alaska-Southeast, Ketchikan campus.

Senior Jens Jorgensen from Denmark attended here through Rotary. During his year he stayed with the Woodells, the Ellands and the Geldakers.
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Junior Toile Medal stretches out and puts on her game face for her big performance.

**Klahoma!**

Senior Kaelin Gallet, senior Jenny Dupre, senior Kelly McDonald, sophomore Jessica Hoffman, and junior Corey Brown all danced in the dream scene.

Senior Kyle Bailey and junior Corey Brown chill out before going on stage.

Junior Corey Brown and sophomore Jessica Hoffman danced together in the dream sequence of the play.

Freshmen Jessica Graham, sophomores Rachel Johnson and Paula Shult, junior Mary Dauwy, sophomore Connie Ryan, junior Amanda Hammannsteiner, and freshman Emily Anderson sing their hearts out on stage.

Page by Carinma Tolle and Lacey Dunn.
Drama Club

Senior Taylor Jones gave a speech about making up words and being a freak before performing.

Seniors Taylor Jones and Meyer VanCleave relax before performing.

Junior Phil Brown gets a good look into freshman Aja Hatfield-Evans before he performs.

The Kachemak Drama Club is directed by Christal Henderson. Here, she is announcing the winners of the Ketchikan meet.

Photos done by Shanna Chambers and Corning Troll.
Sophomore Alyson Harris takes time from her homework to let us get a snap shot of her 'traditional' white painted AIDS Awareness face.

The students of KCH present posters full of information about AIDS and HIV during the annual AIDS Awareness march.

Senior Joanna Schwerling smiles for the camera and shows her school spirit by participating in the AIDS Awareness day.

Sophomore Randy Geber puts on his senior face to let us know how deadly AIDS and HIV can be.

Senior Mike Geen, junior Shelby Barrows, senior Bobby Crawford, and sophomore Selena Hodena hand out fliers about AIDS and HIV.

AIDS Awareness

Sophomore Julia Hamilton pauses from her book to show us her worried look on AIDS and HIV.

Senior Tom McCarty expresses his serious attitude about AIDS.
The Interact class of 2002 smiles expectantly at the camera.

Senior's Darby Piency, Kirsten Fahey, Kyje Bailey, Emily Brooks, and Jenny Dupre stand relaxed in this photo.

Freshman Emily Anderson and sophomore K.C. Greenup stand together proud and strong.

Seniors Darby Piency, and Emily Brooks, and Mr. Mogen lead the students in projects.

Doing a world of good!
Academic Decathlon students star in extending their knowledge

Senior Reid Shaffer listens as Mr. Powell talks about world politics.

Junior Tyrell Retelle studies during an ACDC meeting.

Senior Tan McCarty, along with other ACDC students, meet several times a week after school.

Adviser Mr. Powell challenges ACDC students to stretch their thinking.

Senior Reid Shaffer listens as Mr. Powell talks about world politics.

Sophomore Daniel Creasy reflects on Mr. Powell's comments.

Sophomore Kim Gales finds Mr. Powell's style amusing.

Sophomore Jennifer Hakcomb enjoys ACDC.

Sophomore Jennifer Hakcomb enjoys ACDC.

Academic Decathlon students meet after hours to explore a variety of topics. Several times a year they compete in tournaments that give them a chance to shine like the stars they are. Mr. Powell and Mrs. Bowen are faculty advisers.

Senior David Jacob has been in ACDC for some time.

ACDC requires a big, tire committment as sophomore Julia Hamilton understands.

ACDC requires a big, tire committment as sophomore Julia Hamilton understands.
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DEBATE

Photograph by John Groth. Kristi Poret, front, Graham Watkins, Jarod White, Dusty Gruen, Gaba, Carter McManus, and Nicolai Grove. Back, Max Sharkey, Ross Robert, Jennifer Doering, and Carlee Bell. Not shown, Michael White, Tim Suen, and Avary Lohnes. Shows from left to right. The debate team members were seated in front of the judges. The debate involved a proposal to enlarge the current debate team.

Photo courtesy of Ketchikan Public Library and Ketchikan Museums.
The pep band supports the Kings by playing songs like "Wild Thing" and "Ghostbusters" to hype up the crowd.

Sophomore Clay Hanson plays his trombone in his snazzy hat.

Sophomores Earl Ginter and Julia Hamilton rock the tenor sax.

Junior Archie Inancillo and senior Billy Pfeifer jam on the bass and guitar.

Freshman Michael Bjur keeps the beat without wiping out even during "Wipe Out!"
The pep club's cheerin on our boys at the Clark Cochrane Tournament.

This year's Pep Club Secretary is who else but our very own junior Eliese Erickson.

This year's Pep Club Vice President is Kendra Huffine.

Who's this year's President? Looks like Monica Blanchard.

Left to right: senior Talgar Jones, junior Ben Voelberg, senior Tom McCarty, and junior Jeff Enters get creative while helping with King's Castle.

Junior Andrea Northrup really showing her school spirit on a Saturday morning. You go girl!

Monica, Eliese, and Kendra really working hard and using their time wisely— in an elevator!
Seniors Reid Shaffer, Kristin FAhey, Allison Neterer, Brian Jacobs, Darby Hennes, Ashley Nelson, Katie Gessman, and soprano Julie Hamilton smile for the camera before they go on stage.

Mr. Bjur tries to gain control of his band but they just won't stop looking at the camera.

Mr. Bjur introduces his band and the pieces they will be playing, as they wait patiently to perform. Look how perfect and professional they look.

The band puts on a crowd pleasing performance and earns a round of applause. Thank you, Wind Ensemble and Mr. Bjur for working so hard and putting on a great show.

Here the band watches Mr. Bjur for its cue. Great job you guys! Keep up the good work.

Senior Amber Williams and junior Mary Davey are seen goofing around before the Fall Concert.

Juniors Phillip Brown, Lyssa Cox, Laura Sodestrorn, Abbey Manuel, Shannon Charnon, Mary Davey, Archie Isaccola, David Mann, Lynsee Mitchell, and Amanda Johnson are at ease in front of the camera.

Senior Tiffany Harris, Gianica Hillard, Amber Williams, Sarah Slenkamp, Forrest McGills, Whitney Hofstedt, Jasmin Hock, Elise Mecham, Maureen Pangan, Dyan Leonora, Emilie Brooks, Stephanie Patton, and Jennifer Newell pose on the risers of the practice room.

Freshman Janine Michel, and sophomores Abbey Manuel, and Tacey Hassan prepare to sing.
Sophomores Rachel Schuerger, K.C. Greenup, and Tiffany Ziba play their clarinets and make funny faces for the camera.

Symphonic Band

Freshman Brandon Hoyt is ready to play his drums.

Freshman Billy White gets ready to play his bass in the Holiday Concert.

Freshman Ron Brandow smiles with his trumpet.

Freshmen Athena Jackson, Lee Guthrie, and Erik Judson practice on their clarinets while the others set up for the concert.

Symphonic Band rehearses together on stage before the concert.
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Tribble Choir

Freshmen Caitlin Stephens, Stephanie Henninger, Vanessa DeLong, sophomore Kimberly Leest, junior Hannah Zellner, freshmen Breana Abbot, Jessica Graham, Alex Strong, Kayla Siewak, and sophomore Haley Farnar stand together on stage preparing for a concert.

Freshmen Jessica Graham, Breana Abbot, Katie Barnard-McCollum, Amber Stull, Stephanie Henninger, and Alex Strong begin their daily warm-ups.

Freshmen Vanessa DeLong, sophomore Kimberly Leest, junior Hannah Zellner, and sophomore Haley Farnar warm up together on concert night.

This is where Treble Choir meets every morning every day in the practice room.
Junior Tyler Cronk concentrates on playing his baritone saxophone during rehearsal.

Sophomore Clay Hanson, freshman Weston Corporon, senior Devin Hahn, and junior Laurie Soderstrom woke up early every morning to play their trombones.

Freshman Amber Kiffer, junior Brian Wreeland, sophomore Lane Davis and Sam Pitcher and senior Kyle Bailey make up the jazziest trumpet section in Kajih.

Juniors Tyler Cronk and Sean Thrush, sophomore Krytie DeCourcy and junior Allison Neterer jam on their alto saxes.

Freshman Eric Tuckson plays the piano while junior Archie Incenillo plays his bass.

Jazz Band meets at 7:00 every morning. They must really love playing their instruments and it shows in their music.
The Swingin' Stars
Kayhi Jazz Choir

The Kayhi Jazz Choir swing and sing during their fall concert.

Seniors Tom McCarty and Forrest McGillis warm up their voices before the show.

Seniors Sarah Slenkamp, Darby Percy, Ryan Leonora, and Stephanie Patton are groovin' to the beat.

Seniors Emily Brooks and Gianna Willard, junior Philip Brown, sophomore Calinhe Ryan, senior Amber Williams, and sophomore Mary Davey all skilfully sing their song.

Senior Maureen Panyan prepares for the concert by warming up her vocals.

The Kayhi Jazz Choir has to be in class by 7:00 AM! Boy, don't they look enthusiastic!

Senior Stephanie Patton sings her solo as the rest of the jazz choir listens to her.

Page by Whitney Hofstet and Stephanie Patton
PROUD TO BE CLASS OF '03!
Academics

By Lenny Krum and Gabrielle Gabrie
College Fair 2003

Where to go this fall?

Sarah Brandt-Erichsen and Tori Robinson attended College Fair Nov. 26th to help plan for fall 2003.

Josh Lightwood checks with the U.S. Army recruit.

Jennifer Newell, Whitney Naburuq, and Maria Swain examine UAF/SAFD College literature.

Paul White looks at a University of Nevada brochure.

Vanessa booth considers what the University of Hawaii offers.

Brendan Ma, Kaelin Gillet, and Jenny Dupre visit with the University of Colorado representative.

Elise Mecham, Christina Flores, Callie Bellon, and Ryan Seger gather college information.

Carrie Morris sizes up for college material.

Kelli Rasbach and Ashley Nelson talk to Heather Kasteluk of the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy.
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Kayhi's Aspiring Artists

John Brown

Junior John Brown shows off his demon character. John has learned a lot in Ms. Kerms Drawing & Painting class, and it shows in his drawing, as he used linear perspective in the background.

Jennifer Moyer

A pastel self-portrait of senior Jennifer Moyer was one of the artworks displayed in the showcase by Mrs. Kerms artroom. Jennifer's pastel artwork shows highlights and shadows to the extremes, giving it a more radiant and realistic look.

Lauren Johnson

Senior Lauren Johnson's painting of a lady walking down a road shows what Mrs. Kerms art students are capable of accomplishing. Lauren is an advanced art student and creates many vibrant artworks.

Emily Willett

"It's a paper mache fox, and we painted it!"

Callie Bellon

Callie Bellon is one of Mrs. Kerms many hardworking, and talented students. Callie put a lot of time and effort into her value drawing, Sligo Bay.

Anna Shepard

"It's just for looking, at, and not for any use. It's a chasing shaped spiked pole.

Senior Callie Bellon's pastel drawing shows that she can draw just about anything, with extreme value. A drawing of a stuffed kangaroo toy is another piece of artwork that elicits attention from people.

Pose done by Maron Hanel
Freshmen Chaise Peters, Billy White, and Rich Grans chat while they work on their science assignments.

Juniors Ben Cready, Aaron Mortensen, and Ryan Richardson bend over their books in intense concentration.

Mr. Kralis goes over some of his students' work at his computer.

Freshmen Kourtney Ludwig and Jessica Philipps sit at their table studying their papers.

Freshmen Justin Breiner, Caitlin Stephens, and Adam Boyne sit at the computers working in 6th hour Science.
Our Studious Math Students

Senior Sever Paulson is totally into the learnin'

Sophomore Rachel Schwenker is determined to finish her math test with an A.

Look how diligently juniors Kendra Hoffine and Monica Blanchard are studying.

Juniors Laurie Soderstron and Paul Bengaard take their precious math time seriously while Tyler Woodell thinks it is a big joke.

In total concentration junior Ralph Motesbach studies for his test. Way to go Ralph!

Juniors Katrina Pattison, Marcus Robecker, and Xina Kuneshemn are focusing on their homework for Algebra II.

Juniors Danny Cook and Garlen Dryer look enthusiastic while working on classwork.

Sophomore Mitch Potter looks very eager to start another math problem.

Mr. Powell presses a button on his giant calculator.
Social Studies

Kayhir's wonderful history classes

Below: You can tell these students in 6th period enjoy Mr. Boling’s class.

Right: Mr. Berland’s 10th hour class sits quietly and works on tests.

Left: Mrs. Deal came back to K-Town to teach English/US History. YAY!

In Mrs. Deal’s class are juniors Johnny Stewart, Shaw Lowryman, and Abby Manuel and senior Steve Rosenblin.

Mr. Ortiz helps junior Shannon Charlton in Economics.

Seniors Alexis Schofield, Chris Lynch and Jesse Zaug look thoughtful while listening to Mr. Midday’s lecture.

Left: Lan Swertzen looks stressed out from all the homework Mr. Berland assigns.

Left: Mr. Boling shows everyone his study pose. What a hero!

Below: Senior Marit Anglin works with two other students on the computer. Working hard? Or hardly working?
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Freshmen Justin Davis, Jereny Thompson, and Kirsten Flikaw work together on their vocabulary for English.

Sophomores Byron Lowe and Kim Giles study an English assignment while in the library.

Junior Nick Rader sits comfortably while enjoying a good book.

Wow! Look at all the wonderfully done veggie projects.

Freshmen Tyler Mortensen and Winston Montecillo work diligently on their English study guide.

English teacher, Mrs. Troina, kindly answers freshman Laura West's question.
French and Spanish classes students are required to make up performances in French or Spanish, and use the vocabulary words they learned. In the picture above, junior Toni Hahn lies in the auditorium as she had just been thrown down by a little girl.

Below: Freshman Rochelle Laslinaa writes an essay and proofreads it.

Left: Mrs. Clepper is the E.S.L. teacher in KALI. Teaching students to perfect their English skills is a lot of work, and Mrs. Clepper does a fine job.

Above: Freshman Justin Breiver, junior Nick Roder, freshmen Renaida Gabor, Courtney Hayes, and Jeremy Mitchell are ready to devour Spanish cuisine. Sophomores Ashley Reed and Haley Farrar are getting ready to munch on their newly discovered chocolate coins they received on St. Nicholas Day.

Left: Sophomore Ashley Reed and Haley Farrar are getting ready to munch on their newly discovered chocolate coins they received on St. Nicholas Day.
Madame Z is St. Nicholas again this year. She stuck around putting plastic coins and chocolate coins in her students' shoes.

Mrs. Zeienstky teaches French I and French II, as well as English I. Her unique way of teaching gets everyone to learn much easier and much faster.

Freshman Justin Bremer presents his Panama poster project.

Freshmen Beau Rappel-Abaalan and Connor Pitt play 'Go Shopping' in French. What to buy, what to buy?

Junior Tracy Anderson and senior Darby Piercy go dining in their petite une voiturre.

Sophomore Larissa O'Brien goes as she gets her picture taken with her Uruguay poster project for Spanish.

Junior Kate Gallaway practices her French performance by giving the camera an 'Herbal Essence' act. In her performance, she wakes up and does all the things girls do before they go to school.

Sophomore Laureness Ottese goes as she gets her picture taken with her Uruguay poster project for Spanish.

Freshman Caitlin Stephens poster presentation on Peru earns her an A+.

Mr. McLaren teaches Spanish I, Spanish II, and Weight Training. He has 1 consecutive hours of Spanish everyday.
Senior Sven Westergard and
sophomores Jarrodridge and
Kevin Mackey look gander upon the
horizon.

Sophomore Matt
Barber swings his newly
laid buoy around to
show how good a job
he did.

Sophomore Jesse
Wills shows off his
delightful cut.

Mr. Collins checks
to see if sophomore Jesse Wills
buoy meets his
expectation.

Sophomore Matt
Barber attempts to
steer the boat to the
port side of the dock
he is tied to.

Sophomore Jesse Wills
climbs the ladder to put
the bucket over the
exhaust to keep water
out of the engine.

As Mr. Collins
demonstrate
to the
sophomores
how to tie
line to the
buoy the
proper way,
while
sophomores
Tyler
Richardson
and Jesse
Wills talk to
themselves.
Senior Donny Ison is checking out the engine of this truck.

Below, senior Sam Peterson holds part of an engine.

Sophomore Jorden Ryner removes a pin from a piston.

Senior Fred Woldstad searches for the right tool.

Below, Mr. Sweetman points out to Josh Izatt the way to handle tools.

Sophomore Chea Rostam is checking the oil of this van.

Junior Cody Peters uses a mini-computer to check the van's engine.

Below, senior Fred Woldstad gets up close and personal with the engine of this huge truck.

Senior Donny Ison gets down and dirty to make sure his job gets done.
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Automotive
Vocational Medical Science

Seniors Erich Brooks, Lauren Johnson, Jennifer Newman, Brittany Maxwell, Junior Kimberly Dales, and Senior Nick Rosenfeld are all studying for their Voc Med final.

Senior Jennifer Newman and Lauren Johnson practice taking blood pressures.

Senior Amanda Hernandez, and Juniors Kaya Luhrs and Tzviah Dulin study hard for this challenging course.

You better be nice to these future doctors because they could be working on you someday.

Seniors Britta Christensen and Ashley Nelson have great hearts.

Senior Jonin Cook is taking notes for Mrs. Jones' test.

Senior Elise Mechan finishes her workbook pages.

Senior Kristin Fohey and Junior Tzviah Dulin are excited to learn about body parts.
Senior Darby Percy teaches her fellow classmates her bear technique.

Seniors Kelly McDonald, Heidi DeYoung, Tyesha Mitchell, Darby Percy, Krystle Thompson, juniors Karli Myers, Kate Gallaway, Monica Ripley, Tina Loyd, Christene Leiferman, and Janae Allen, senior Brandon Lent, and junior Amy Hastings prepare an activity.

Senior Brandon Lent reads a story to seniors Jens Jorgensen and Larissa Flyley.

Junior Taylor Gregg enthusiastically participates in painting turtles.

Juniors Tina Loyd and Amy Hastings practice with puppets for pre-schoolers.

Junior Amy Hastings teaches senior Tara Aus, sophomore Bonnie Nacionalles and junior Tina Loyd what her activity is all about.
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Weight Training

At right back: Mr. McLaren, Ashley Hayward, Ryan Orr, Ben Phillips, Sean Kearney, Colin Bjur, Jens Jorgensen, Anders Farstad, Jeff Jones, Kyle Hodland, Kraig Bailey, Matt Donie, Ben Voeltzberg, Jamie Fitzgerald, James Vincent, Jennifer Jackson, Paul Hopkins. Front: Tasha Schunacher, Mark Anglin, Jeff Ellers. These students work out everyday to build up their muscles with the help of their awesome teacher, Mr. McLaren.

At left:
Junior Ben Phillips shows off his strength, but nothing compares to senior Ryan Orr's muscles.

Senior Ashley Hayward spots her little sister, junior Alesha Hayward.

Seniors Jeff Jones and Krag Bailey pump some iron. Look at those biceps!

At right:
Senior Anders Farstad sure is one strong fellow.

Junior Ben Voeltzberg knows how to work it!

Senior Colin Bjur works up a sweat.
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Freshmen Donin and Rocky Mason use a photo tent to transfer their film into the developing tank.

Freshmen Natalia Dukhov and Amber Koonrey compare photos.

Mr. Hughes helps Senior Jennifer Mayer during her 2nd period Photo class.

Freshmen Rocky Mason, Lenny Krum, and Adam Dixson look at the prints Lenny developed.
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Freshman Kirsten Fillow washes up before she prepares her scrumptious snacks.

Sophomore Samantha Reach models her stylish cooking outfit.

Freshman Eniko Pearce is going to have a mean tuna casserole after eating all that chocolate mousees.

When they aren't cooking fabulous meals, the culinary arts class likes to pose for pictures in their chef wear.

Mr. Edwards cleans off the oven to ensure the safety of the consumers of his class delectable dishes.

Mmmmmmm------

Need a cup of coffee? Stop at B&D Expresso.
Business Education classes include Accounting, E-Il1, Basic Business Computer Applications, Desktop Publishing, Career Exploration, and Office Practice.

Sophomore Mike Slencamp surfs the net for information on a special business he likes.

Imaging himself at work in the future, sophomore St. John Rado sits and gazes off into space.

Sophomores Dawn Reno and David Graham decide to chuckle at a few jokes while working.

Sophomores Jennifer Hakanto and Victor Bryant seek the hitlay.

Lab intern junior Zach Shunk reads about the CISCO computer system.

Sophomore Alexandra Hatfield-Evans and Sophie Ragen study formation on a web site.

Business Education teacher Mrs. Hanson grades papers as sophomore Max Kieh watches from the background.
Kristin Fahey

Graduation is a time to look back with satisfaction and anticipation...Congratulations!

Love, Mom and Dad

Morgan Hein

Hey Sexy, this is your mother. Remember- I know what's in that diaper.
P.S. Thanks for sharing your childhood with me!

Kelli Raschbach

Kelli, here you are on your first day of school. Now, 13 years later, you have grown up to become a fine young lady. Congratulations Kelli Ann, we are so proud of you.

Love, Mom and Dad

Baby Alex Rodriguez

Congratulations Zander; we are so proud of you. You have grown so much. Remember, we will always love you, no matter where you are.

Love,

Mom and Dad
Nick Rosenfeld

Nick Rules!
Congratulations Bub.
Love, Rachael and Miche

Bros 4 ever!
Good luck!
Ben

Looks like you are going places!
We love you,
Mom and Dad
Good Luck. Keep on Dancin'.
~Mom and Dad

Love ya.
~Mom, Dad and Melissa

Peachy,
You are a blessing and a joy!
Love Mom and Clint

Your family is behind you 100%. Lots of love,
Mom, Dad, Angela, Chelsea, Jason and Natalie.

We love you
~Andrew, Mom,
Alice, Grandma, and
Grandpa

Your "style" has always put a big smile on our face Kyle. We
love you and are so proud of you. May God bless you with a
wonderful future in your own shell.

Love Dad, Mom, Daniel and
Andrew
Walkin' tall now!
Mom and Jeremy

Autumn, May you have blue skies and sunshine even when you're sitting high and dry. Remember, the tide will come in and float your boat again.
Love You,
Mom, Dad, and Beau

A man is known by the company he keeps...
Phinixis 8:30
May you always have the best of friends!
Love, Mom, Dad, Alice, Daniel, Velvel, and Pooky

Go into life with your eyes wide open.
Love Mom and Dad

Best wishes Ryan!
Much Love,
Mom, Dad, and Sean

Celina-Bean,
You'll always be a star to us.
Love, Mom and Dad
Calin Bjur

Calin,
We're proud of you.
God Bless.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Jamie Fitzgerald

Jamie,
When you get the chance to
sit it out or dance,
we hope you dance.
Love, Grandma and Grandpa

Joey Shinn

Joey John
Our gift from God.
We love you,
Mom and Dad

Joey, You're always be our
"Golden Girl”
Love, Mom and Dad

Jenny Dupre

Jenny, Everything parents
could want in a daughter.
Thank you, Beautiful, for
blessing our lives.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Kraig Bailey
Ketchikan High School
1999-2003

My Brother did it!

You know the way. Happy trails to you until we meet again.

Kraig and Kyle know that you are loved and will be thought of daily. Be safe on your new adventures. We wish you the very best.

Love,
Dad, Mom, & Bonus & Mom

With a song in your heart, follow your dreams.

I did not! He did it!

Determination is believing in yourself, follow your dreams.
Tom McCarty

Tom be nimble,
Tom be quick.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Kaelin Gillet

We love you Kaelin.
Love,
Mom, Dad and Ahna.

Bob Boyd

Follow your dreams.
Love, Mom and Dad

Emilie Brookes

We are proud of you, Emilie.
Love, Mom, Dad, Katheryn, Andrew, and Simon.

Emilie,
you have always looked ahead.
Now you are ready to follow your dreams. We know that you'll do great things.
Love, Mom and Dad
To your senior year. How the years have flown by.
We love you,
Mom and Dad

Dear Sara,

May the road rise to meet you.
May the wind be always at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face.
May tears fall soft upon your journeys.
May God hold you in the hollow of His hand.

Love,
Mom, Kevin, and Janine

Ashley Glenn

You're our little girl and we'll always love you.
Remember, keep faith in yourself.
We love you,
Dad, Mom, Caryn, and Grandma

Josh Robinson

Josh Robinson,
Congratulations Big Boy!
We're so proud of you.
May God guide and direct you and His will be done in your life.
Love.
Dad, Mom and Tristan

Sarah Brandt-Eriksen

We love you!
Mom, Dad, Laura, and Gracie
You were our "fat kid" with a twinkle in your eye and wonderful smile. Nothing has changed but you grew a mile. Love, Mom, Pop, Rhy, Brinnan and Peter

Congratulations Stephanie, Thank you for some interesting and very entertaining memories... We love you, Mom, Dad, Leigh, and Dan

You are our precious little gift from God you were. A young, beautiful woman you have become. He built the path that has brought you here. Remember to keep Him in your life each and every day, and He will watch over you forevermore. We are proud of you and we love you so much. Congratulations
Love, Dad, Mom, Amy, and Amanda

Our precious Mr. Wuzzlestuzz grew up and became an awesome young man. The Lord has blessed you with wonderful traits and abilities. Your compassion and generosity of spirit will serve you well. Go out into the world knowing that God and your family are always with you. Congratulations and keep on smiling.
Love, Dad, Mom, and Trigg

WHO SAYS WHITE MEN CANT JUMP?

Joshua, we are so proud of you.
Love, Mom and Dad

Whitney, Keep laughing and smiling and trust God for the right direction. We are so proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Lindsey, and Kelsey

Congratulations Trzphanirz, Thank you for being so interesting and very entertaining memories...

Josh Schultz

Jennifer Newell

Sven Westergard

Whitney Holstedt
From the “big girl” flushing silly spiders to the “Easter Brookie”.
From the Banana to one of the brightest “Stars”.
I love you and am very proud of you.
Love, Dad

May all your dreams come true. Keep on smiling.
I love you.
Mom

Lauren Johnson & Whitney Hefstedt

Lauren and Whitney,
Friends, Cousins, Granddaughters Forever.
Love, Grandpa and Grandma

Will he ever let me drive?

Geoff Harney

Is he a rebel or what?
Kyle Ellis Hadland

Thank you Kyle for being the best big brother in the whole world. I love you. Congratulations.
Kari

You have brought us so much joy over the last 18 years. Keep a smile on your face and kindness in your heart. We love you.
Mom and Dad

Tara Potts

Tara, It has been a pleasure being part of your life. We look forward to watching you pursue your dreams. We love you. Love.
Mom, Mike, Hailee, and Jenna

Britta Christensen

Best friends forever
Love always,
your Baby Sis

Look at those bathing beauties!
Friends forever-
Tara, Britta, and Sonia

We're so proud of you
Britta Lou
Love,
Mom, Dad, Erik, Sonia
Larissa Figley

It's a gorgeous day.
Love, Mom and Dad

Anders Farstad

You did it and we are proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Amy, and Gunner

Anne Elliot

Don’t ever change, Annie Fannie Bo Bannie!
...and when you get the chance to sit it out of dance...we know what you’ll do.
Love, Mom and Dad

Xanth Kirschenman

Honey, you’re still the most awesome brother and son. We love you—
Mom, Dad, and Xina

Could you be cuter?
Bobby Crawford
You'll always be our little boy. You have grown up to be a great individual. We are so proud of you. Love, Mom and Carey

Dyan Ruth Leonora
God be with you all the way. Love, Mom and Dad

Reid Shaffer
Spike it, Reid! Love, Mom, Dad, and Karta

Megan VanCleave
Life is what you play, so play on! Love, Mom, Dad, and Jessi

Joe Roth
You're one of a kind! Love, Dad and Mom

Jackie Jacobson
Jackie, always finding sunshine from Siberia to S.C. Alaska. Love, Mom and Dad
Chelsea Rice

Now that she has filled these boots, look out world, here she comes! We are so proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad

Kyle Timmerman

We are very proud of you. Dream big. We love you, Mom, Dad, Ryan, and Caylee

Carmen Kasko

You go girl!!! We are very proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad

Josh Henrik

You've got a good head on your shoulders. Love, Your Family

Colin and Josh, the mighty hunters in training.

Krystle Thompson

Congratulations Boo Boo! Love, Mom, Dad, Norma, Nick, and Melody
John Demmert

We wish you success and happiness.
Love, Mom and Dad

Goal Keeper

Darby Piercy

Congratulations on your Graduation. I am very proud of you.
Love,
Grandma Gorgeous

Sarah Slenkamp

William D. Bousley, Jr.

From a sweet little boy to an awesome young man. We are very proud of you. The future is yours, Son, go for it. We love you,
Dad, Mom, Richie, Kevin, Trisha, and Blake.
Gianna Willard

Gianna, We love you!

Brendan Davis

Brendan,
May you stay forever young.

Carlos Weimer

Good Luck Carlos!
Love,
Mom & Dad
FACULTY

BEST DRESSED

MRS. ROFFEL & MR. MOGAN

FUNNIEST

MRS. KERN & MR. POWELL

BEST HAIR

Mrs. Troina & Mr. Djur

MOST TALKATIVE

Mrs. Luhrs & Mr. Krolis

BEST LAUGH

MRS. KARLIK & MR. BERALDI

LOUDEST

MRS. HANSON & MR. ORTIZ
MOST ATHLETIC

MRS. LYNCH & MR. MAYNARD

BEST STORYTELLER

MRS. ROPEL & MR. COLLINS

NICEST

MRS. DEAL & MR. LEWIS

MOST COLORFUL ROOM

MRS. ZELENSKY & MR. MCLAREN

BEST OVERALL

MRS. BOWLEN & MR. BOLLING

SUPERLATIVES
Ketchikan High School Faculty

Larry Eklund, principal
Don Pennington, assistant principal
Sal Beraldi
Randy Bjur
Peter Bolling
Rebecca Bowlen
Christa Bruce
Sharon Clepper

Rick Collins
Kerri Deal
Peter Dwyer
Michele Eggers

Jon Glenn
Doug Gregg
Dru Hanson
Jerry Hughes

Karen Jones
Jennifer Karlik
Louise Kern
Wayne Kinunen

160 Faculty Portraits
Teaches, Guides, Counsels

Don Krallis
Mary Larsen
Bruce Lewis
Krista Luhrs

Dave Maynard
Bob McClory
Steve McLaren
Greg Middag

Randy Mogen
Don Moss
Cheryl Neuhart
D. Jay O'Brien

Dan Ortiz
Sean Powell
Mike Rath
Angele Rochin

Rosie Roppel
Nikki Stillman
David Sweetman
Linnea Troina

(Teachers continued on page 162)
Staff Keeps Kayhi Running

Teachers (cont)
Ruth Woodcraft
Myra Zelezy
Other staff
Dave Jones
Rebecca Nordwest
Long-term Substitute:
Doug Edwards

Secretaries
Ann Bosc
Ann Bolina
Kenya Curich
Bara Endrich
S趄c Halverson

Administrative
K. Isborn
LaDee Isborn
Sharon Kelly
Phil Lester
Kelly Williamson

Custodial
Kathleen Yates
Barbara Pearce

Food Service Staff
Die Valentic, manager
Debra Nicholas
Laurie Northup

Office Staff
Cindie Richardson
Edward Wilburn

Custodial Staff
Bob Eubanks, Lead

Xinh (Loni) Honan
Chris Jorgensen
Larry Mestas
Chau Nguyen
Donald Scarborough
Dennis Weas

Technical Support:
Steve Cooper
Taylor Crockett

162 Kayhi Staff
The 2002-2003 school year was Mr. Bjur's last as Kayhi's awesome band director. He has been a teacher here for the past 21 years, and he will be greatly missed by the students and staff alike. We sure will miss your SHINING attitude, Mr. Bjur!!!

Left: Trying to put together one of his son's toys! It's hard work.

Below: With 1-year-old Calin


RATINGS: SUPERIOR IN ALL AREAS
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Coffee Connections

For Coffee Before School Or During Lunch

Coffee Connections & Candy

Coffee Connections

Soup or Sandwich & Drinks, Fresh Fruits and More

Coffee Connections

Open
Mon-Fri
7AM-1PM

Closed
Sat & Sun
271-0521

Ocean View

Restaurant

Owner
Luis Horta

Phone: (907) 225-7566
Fax: (907) 247-7566

1831 Tongass Ave, Ketchikan, AK 99901

Island Pharmacy

Bruce Christensen, Pharmacist, Owner
Barry Christensen, Pharmacist, Owner

Island Pharmacy
3526 Tongass
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901

(907) 225-6186
Res. (907) 225-5947
Fax (907) 225-6187

Email: island.pharm@juno.com

RadioShack

You’ve got questions. We’ve got answers.
274-3613

The World Awaits You!!

Congratulations to the Class of 2003

STENFJORD’S

Hallmark

119 D Plaza Port West
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
Phone: 907-225-2273

In Alaska 1-800-478-1192

Congratulations to Ketchikan Theatre
Ballet's graduating seniors!

Sarah Holliman, Kelly McDonald, Kelsi Jones,
Kaelin Gillet, Megan VanCleave, and Jenny Dupre.
What a great year!
Ketchikan Theatre Ballet
400 Mission Street, Suite 205
225-9311
CARRYING OUR FUTURE
LAIDLAW TRANSIT, INC.
153 Eichner Avenue
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-3806

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 2003!
CALLISTO
medical care
for
infants
children
and
adolescents
PEDIATRIC CLINIC
NORM HERRON, M.D.
JOHN ROSENFELD, M.D.
212 CARLIANNA LAKE ROAD, SUITE 203
Ketchikan, AK 99901
907-225-4463

SCHALLERER'S
212 Front Street, Ketchikan, AK 99901 Phone 225-4210

Serving Our Community's Camera and Photographic needs
for over 70 Years in the same location in Downtown Ketchikan
Whether your career path is College or Work
First Bank can help with all your
financial needs.

**PowerNET Online Banking**
Free Online Banking Services!

**High Yield Savings Plans**
College Savings or Life Savings!

**PowerNET ATM Cards**
Cash convenience at home or away!

Congratulations
to the
Class of 2003!

Meet me for
a Happy Meal!

You’ve sure come far
from a Happy Meal.®

**Congratulations on your graduation!**

McDonald’s of Ketchikan
108 Plaza Port West

---

Congratulations
Class of 2003

University of Alaska
Southeast Ketchikan

Start Your
Future Here...

www.ketch-alaska.edu
Call us at 228-4508

2600 7th Avenue

UAS offers a wide range of programs and services to high school students including the University Connection Scholarship Program.

Contact your high school counselor or UAS student services for more information on how you can start taking college classes while still in high school!
JEANNIE'S

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE & ORIENTAL FOODS

Swedish Massage
Myofascial Release
Deep Tissue
Acutonics

723-2752

Filipino, Thai, Chinese Retail
Asian Ice Cream, Candies, Drinks
Imported Fish, Meats, Lumpia
Fresh Filipino Baked Goods
Asian Figurines, Pottery, Art
Karaoke Equip. & Intl PhoneCards

247-2927

Tongass Freight Service

AIR CARGO • EXPEDITING • PACKAGING MATERIALS • WATERFRONT ACCESS

P.O. Box 6655 • 1249 Tongass Avenue • Ketchikan, Alaska 99901 • 907-225-9020 • fax 907-225-5633

ANDERES OIL
KETCHIKAN, ALASKA

David Anderes

900 Stedman Street
P.O. Box 5858
Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
anderes@ptialaska.net

907-225-2163
Res: 907-225-5866
Fax: 907-225-0190
Gel: 907-254-2163

CONGRATULATIONS
CLASS OF 2003!!!!!!
You Made it!

Congratulations to the Ketchikan High School Class of 2002! As you embark on your future endeavors, look no further than Wells Fargo for assistance with all your financial needs.

Ketchikan Store
225-2184

Tongass Store
225-4141

Shoreline Store
247-7878

MURRAY PACIFIC
"THE NAME FISH FEAR MOST"

1050 Water St.  •  Ketchikan, Alaska 99901
(907) 225-3135  •  Fax: (907) 225-1296
Toll Free: 1-800-478-3135
www.murraypacific.com
e-mail: ketchikan@murraypacific.com
We Won't Be Under Sold!

Ketchikan Soda Works
3340 Tongass Ave
Locally owned
and Operated
40 years

Distributor of:
Coca-Cola – Seven-up
Dr Pepper – Squirt
Crush – Welch's – C. Dry

Proud to support
Ketchikan youth!

GEORGE E. SHAFFER, D.M.D.
306 MAIN STREET, SUITE 202
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
PHONE (907) 225-9439
FAX (907) 247-9430
OFFICE HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

KENDRA’S KREATIONS
220 Front Street, Suite 201
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 247-4247
Tanning Tue-Sat
Nails  Hair
Knowledge is power.

The Soho Coho Art Gallery on Creek Street is open all year. 225-5954

Creek Street Cafe

Enjoy Our Mouth-Watering Sandwiches, Homemade Soups & Delicious, Fresh Salads

Phone: 907-247-2233
Fax: 907-247-3322

STEAMERS AT THE DOCKS
76 FRONT ST.
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
(907) 225-1600
We Proudly Employ Kay-hi Graduates!!

Tongass Federal
CREDIT UNION
2000 Tongass Avenue
Ketchikan, AK 99901

www.tongassfcu.com

Your Money
Your Future
Your Choice

Your Hometown Credit Union
1963-2003
40 Years and going strong!!

SEA IMPORTS
SOUVENIRS/ASIAN GROCERIES
105 Stedman Street
(907) 247-3083

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2003!!

PARNASSUS
A Real Bookstore With
Unexpected Treasures

Books...New, Old & Alaskan
Music, Gifts & Cards

Lillian Ference
Proprietor
247-7690

Radio Shack @ Plaza
You've got questions. We've got answers
(907) 247-3613
The World Awaits You!!
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2003!!

First City Players
907-225-4792
EMAIL: firstplay@att.net

716 Totem Way
Ketchikan, Alaska

BEST WISHES TO THE 2003 GRADUATING CLASS FROM KETCHIKAN’S COMMUNITY THEATRE
BERNIE'S @ THE PLAZA

YOUR

CAR STEREO

SUB ZERO

HEADQUARTERS

2417 TONGASS #112A
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
(907) 225-3148

ISLAND

PHARMACY

Beverly Christensen, Pharmacist, Owner
Jerry Christensen, pharmacist, Owner
366 Tongass Ave
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-6186

COFFEE CONNECTIONS

521 WATER ST.
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
(907) 247-0521

Ketchikan Title
Agency, Inc.

Robert Norton
57 Main Street Suite 209
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-9635

The Variety Store

1920 Tongass Ave
Ketchikan, AK 99901
(907) 225-1622

WESTFALL NURSERY

7565 SOUTH TONGASS HWY.
KETCHIKAN, ALASKA 99901
(907) 225-3561

U.S. Department
of Transportation
United States
Coast Guard

Tel: (907) 225-4496
Fax: (907) 225-4499
Cel: (907) 723-1864
Email: tclepper@cgalaska.uscg.mil

Tel: (907) 225-4496
Fax: (907) 225-4499

TIM CLEPPER
COMMERCIAL FISHING VESSEL EXAMINER

Marine Safety Detachment
1621 Tongass Ave
Ketchikan, AK 99901

OEANVIEW

RESTAURANT

831 TONGASS AVE
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
(907) 225-7566

Business Ads 171
Norm Herron, M.D.
John Rosenfeld, M.D.

3100 Tongass Ave
Third Floor
(907) 225-4463

PEDIATRIC CLINIC
Medical Care for infants, children, and adolescents.

Congratulations
Class of 2003!

SEARS
YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE WITH ALL THE STRENGTHS OF SEARS

- Large selection of appliances, electronics, lawn/garden equipment
- Craftsman tools/DieHard batteries
- Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back
- Delivery and installation available

422 MISSION ST.
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
(907) 225-1400

LAIDLAW
155 EICHNER
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
(907) 225-3806

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 2003!!
Friends Forever

So Cute!!!

Together Once Again!
We're very proud of you!!!
Keep up the good work.
Congratulations!!!!

Love Always,
Mom, Ate Jeannie, Kuya Emar, Jeri, J.C

The Williwaw Class
Thanks The Advertisers Of This Year's Yearbook.
The Things We've Done

We have been very busy.
Through The School Year

Recycle our smiles.
Although it's hard to let you go, we'll always remember the good times we've shared.

Stephanie Patton
Brooke Orr
Whitney Holstedt
Jennifer Newell
Lauren Johnson
Gal pals cook with style??!

Kaelin and Autumn, real Alaska women, wear fur.

Terra DeLong, Maria Swain and Kaelin Gillet share silly fun.

Autumn Dale, Carmen Casto and Kaelin Gillet are life-long friends!

Carmen, Kaelin and Autumn = forever friends

Class of 2003
Sven & Anne

Friends Forever
Best Friends Forever

Never Forget

I Miss You

"Band of Brothers"

Kraig

Kyle
The "Who did what" Index

Brandt, Eric - 15, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 26, 27, 54, 55, 57, 72, 73, 81, 85, 90, 91, 122, 123, 135, 138
Carton, Nicole - 6, 28, 29, 30, 62, 63, 64, 65, 68, 69, 82, 83, 107, 126
Chambers, skiana - 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 16, 58, 59, 109, 139,
Dum, Lacey - 35, 36, 37, 38, 11, 12, 13, 14, 17, 18, 19, 50, 51, 62, 63, 64, 65, 74, 76, 78, 79, 108.
Dupre, Jenny - 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 60, 61, 70, 71, 72, 73, 81, 85, 135, 136
Eliguela, Olivia - 31, 17, 18, 19, 50, 106, 117, 118, 119, 120, 128, 131
Figgie, Naomi - 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 82, 83, 101, 105
Gutagine, Gabie - 6, 31, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 56, 57, 71, 75, 76, 77, 86, 88, 89, 92, 93, 95, 96, 115, 121, 125
Hofstad, Whitney - 2, 3, 60, 61, 70, 71, 86, 87, 91, 92, 97, 121, 129, 136, 137, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157
154, 157.

The "Where's which page at" Index

Drill Team - 68, 69
Drama - 109
Electives
Arts - 127
Astronomy - 133
Child Careers/Psychology - 137
Culinary Arts - 140
Marine - 134
Photography - 139
Vocational Medicine - 136
Weight Training - 138
World Language Classes - 132, 133
Exchange Students - 107
Fall Colors - 32
Faculty Specialties - 158, 159
First City Players - 108
Football - 56, 57
Halloween - 86, 87
Homecoming - Court - 91, 95
Dance - 96
Games - 92, 93
International - 111
Memorials - 30, 31, 32, 33
National Honor Society - 106
Nutcracker - 88, 89
Pep Club - 115
Portraits
Faculty - 100, 161
Freshmen - 47, 48, 19, 50, 51
Juniors - 35, 36, 37, 38, 39
Senior Portraits - 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25
Sophomores - 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
Remember When - 26, 27
Senior Carnival - 6, 9
Senior Float - 1, 5
Senior Superlatives - 10, 11, 12
Senior Walk - 6
Siblings - 82, 83
Stars of the Future - 80, 81
Stars of the Past - 98, 99
State Wrestling Tournament - 186, 189
Student Body Association - 101, 105
Summer Memories - 2, 3
Swimming - 58, 59
Volleyball - 62, 63, 64, 65
What Would You Do for A Klonakite Bar - 97
Willow - 102, 103
Wood Hoop - 7
Wrestling - 60, 61

Index by the Willow Class organized by Aaron Manuel
Standing, high and proud, junior David Mann looks down on the other wrestlers. Throughout the long, tedious practices of wrestling, season David gave his all, earning the title of State Champion in the 103-pound division, said Coach Collins.

With hard work and determination, sophomore Ian Hamilton succeeded at being #1 State Champ in the 275-pound division.

Following, round after round of rigorous competition, senior Matt Haselton acheived the status of State Champion in the 145-pound division.

Not pictured: Houston Laws and Tim Eide. Congratulations to Mr. Collins and Mr. Karlik, and the 10 wrestlers who competed (Aidan Minshall, Matt Haselton, Zach Thompson, David Mann, Joes Boyd, Danny Cook, Houston Laws, Jarrod Fudge, Ivan Brown, and Brian Brown). Katli placed 6th in the State Wrestling Tournament and also won the Sportsmanship Award.
Sophomore Jarrod Ridge keeps his opponent down with sheer determination to win.

Junior Houston Laws goes for a low single leg to get his take-down points.

Left: Senior David Mann stands firm in his stance and relentlessly attacks his opponent.

Right: Our three State Champion Wrestlers hold their brackets with pride.

Left: Junior Jes Boyd scrambles for a reversal.

Below: Jon Hamilton slams his opponent on the mat and makes a pin.
AUTOGRAFHS
proud to be 03
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Stars of the Future
U2’s humanitarian lead singer Bono visits Africa and tours Midwestern America to raise awareness and support for African AIDS epidemic relief.

Nuclear crisis arises when North Korean leader Kim Jong II breaks a 1994 pledge with the United States not to build nuclear weapons.

U.N. inspectors return to Iraq to investigate Saddam Hussein’s alleged production of weapons of mass destruction.

A Halloween earthquake in San Giuliano di Puglia, Italy, topples an elementary school, killing dozens of children.

China’s one-child-per-family policy creates an imbalanced boy-to-girl ratio that will result in tens of millions of men finding themselves single in the year 2020.
The Miss World beauty pageant leaves Nigeria after Islamic fundamentalist protest groups kill more than 100 people.

In Venezuela, an opposition strike demanding President Hugo Chavez's resignation paralyzes the country's oil exports and turns to bloodshed as Chavez supporters retaliate.

The oil tanker Prestige spills more than 5 million gallons of oil off the northwestern coast of Spain before splitting in two and sinking.

Former U.S. President Jimmy Carter receives the Nobel Peace Prize for his decades of work for peace, democracy and human rights worldwide.

In an effort to eliminate Al-Qaeda, the United States continues its war on terrorism by maintaining a steady military presence in Afghanistan.

Emergency workers in the United States and overseas receive smallpox vaccinations as a preventative measure against bioterrorism.
For weeks in October, alleged snipers John Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo terrorize Washington, D.C., Maryland and Virginia, randomly killing 10 people and injuring three others.

"The crew of the shuttle Columbia did not return safely to Earth, but we can pray they are safely home."

— President George W. Bush

Midterm elections make history as Republicans, the party controlling the White House, gain congressional seats rather than losing them.

Several large corporations inflate profits while top executives make off with millions in accounting scandals that send shock waves through global markets.
In October, Minnesota Senator Paul Wellstone dies in a plane crash along with his wife, daughter and five other victims.

Sparked by summer drought, wildfires—including one set accidentally by a forlorn forest ranger—tear across the western United States.

A weakened economy repeatedly drives down interest rates and delivers retailers their worst holiday shopping season in decades.

President Bush signs the Homeland Security Act, officially creating a Department of Homeland Security dedicated to preventing terrorist attacks.

Throughout 2002, Americans search for ways to recover and rebuild from September 11. On the one-year anniversary, survivors, families and friends gather at all three sites to commemorate the lives lost.

Federal employees from the Transportation Security Administration begin screening all checked baggage and random passengers at airports.

The possibility of the United States waging war against Iraq meets disapproval both at home and abroad.

The U.S. Senate passes a resolution condemning a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ruling that reciting the Pledge of Allegiance in schools is unconstitutional.
Patients in Florida are the first to receive the VeriChip, a computer chip bearing personal medical data that is injected into the forearm.

Microsoft's Tablet PC enables users to write directly on the screen rather than typing on a keyboard.

The Journal of the American Medical Association reports that children who grow up with pets have a reduced risk of developing common allergies.

Maria de Jesus and Maria Teresa Queique-Alvarez, 1-year-old Guatemalan twins born joined at the head, are successfully separated after over 22 hours of surgery.

Just before burning up in Jupiter's atmosphere, the Galileo spacecraft captures the closest shots ever taken of Jupiter's moon Io.

Both Italian doctor Severino Antinori and Russian scientists at Clonaid, who believe aliens created humans, claim to have produced the first cloned human. Neither claim is proven genetically.

El Niño causes snow and ice storms up and down the East Coast, rainstorms in California and a devastating December tornado in Mississippi.

A blanket of pollution over South Asia, dubbed the "Asian Brown Cloud," threatens the lives of millions worldwide with respiratory disease.
General Motors introduces the Hy-wire—a car powered by hydrogen and oxygen that emits heat and water rather than harmful exhaust.

The nation’s largest outbreak of the West Nile Virus hits in summer 2002. The disease is spread by migrating birds and transmitted by mosquitoes.

The gun turret of the historic Civil War ironclad USS Monitor is raised from the floor of the Atlantic Ocean.

President Bush orders construction of a system that would defend the United States from ballistic missile attacks by 2004.

The newly discovered hunger hormone ghrelin is found to play a role in obesity by regulating what you eat and how much weight you gain.
The U.S. Education Department reports that average geography scores of the nation's fourth and eighth graders, while low, have improved from 1994.

Ellula introduces HotAir Speakers, a set of battery-powered, inflatable speakers that are small enough to fit in your pocket when deflated.

**LIFESTYLE**

Nickelodeon's "SpongeBob Squarepants" ignites imaginations across the nation and appears on store shelves on everything from slippers to suspenders.

Matthew Sloan/Bloomberg News/Landov

McDonald's unveils new lower-fat french fries due to the new Healthy Eating Pyramid and in response to many former patrons suing for making them overweight.

1970s peasant shirts are alive and well on runways and in school halls.

David Dyson/Camera Press/Inelle

The Institute of Medicine announces that maintaining health now requires one hour of exercise daily, doubling the previous recommendation.

Jewelry designers Le Ann Carlson and Denise Gaskill add style to safety with Lauren's Hope for a Cure medical ID bracelets.

Kmart rejuvenates the Joe Boxer brand with ads featuring the dancing Joe Boxer guy, Vaughn Lowery.
Everyone from hot young movie stars to aging rock stars sports the newest fashion trend, turquoise jewelry.

The cola war puts new flavors to the test, including Dr. Pepper Red Fusion, Pepsi Blue and Vanilla Coke.

Krispy Kreme lovers start a new tradition by celebrating their vows with doughnut wedding cakes.

Several companies introduce flavored water enhanced with vitamins and other nutrients.

European fashion hits the sidewalks and clubs of the United States with retro-style bowling shoes.

Busy singles try out speed dating, which gives couples several minutes to talk one-on-one before moving to a new partner at the next table.

The Mohawk makes a hair-raising comeback after being donned by everyone from U.S. World Cup star Clint Mathis to actor Ryan Phillippe.

Digital innovations include camera phones — cell phones that can transmit still and video images through mobile phone lines.
At the 2002 Academy Awards, Halle Berry and Denzel Washington win Best Actress and Best Actor Oscars. Berry is the first female African-American to win the award.

Spider-Man, starring Tobey Maguire and Kirsten Dunst, spins a $114 million opening weekend box-office record.

Entertainment

With over 6 million viewers, “The Osbournes” is the biggest hit in MTV's 21-year history.

Avid gamers tune in to G4, the first cable TV channel dedicated solely to video games.

Viewers return week after week for a bit of innocent American nostalgia on NBC’s hit drama “American Dreams.”
Jennifer Aniston wins her first Emmy Award and a Golden Globe for her role as the new mother Rachel Green on NBC's popular comedy "Friends."

Virtual unknowns Nia Vardalos and John Corbett steal America's hearts in the year's surprise smash hit "My Big Fat Greek Wedding."

Peter Jackson receives a Golden Globe Best Director nomination for "The Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers," the year's most anticipated sequel.

Cynical Simon Cowell and company stir up big ratings for Fox's "American Idol" and big record sales for winner Kelly Clarkson, a waitress from Texas.

After a two-year hiatus, Leonardo DiCaprio returns to the big screen with two holiday blockbusters, "Gangs of New York" and "Catch Me If You Can."

"Chicago," a film adaptation of the hit Broadway musical, wins three Golden Globes, including Best Picture: Musical or Comedy, and receives 13 Oscar nominations.

HBO Films' comedy "Real Women Have Curves" promotes positive self-image with the dazzling debut of Latin-American actress America Ferrera.

CBS scores a ratings doubleheader with a pair of forensic investigation dramas, "CSI: Crime Scene Investigation" and "CSI Miami."

"Chicago"
Newcomer Norah Jones takes home five Grammys, including Album of the Year, for *Come Away With Me*.

Multi-talented Eminem raps up five Grammy nominations for *The Eminem Show* and big box-office success in *8 Mile*.

Rocky Avril Lavigne and other “anti-Britneys,” such as Vanessa Carlton and Michelle Branch, represent the new face of women in music.

Weezer teams up with the Muppets in the video for “Keep Fishin’,” the second single from their hit album *Maladroit*.

Pop takes a new direction when former boy band favorites Nick Carter and Justin Timberlake break out with solo albums and tours.

Spanish trio Las Ketchup lands a summer hit with the catchy “Asereja” aka “The Ketchup Song (Hey Hah).”

R&B newcomer Ashanti becomes the first artist since the Beatles to have three singles from a debut album in *Billboard*’s Top 10 at the same time.

In April 2002, Lisa “Left Eye” Lopes, 30, of R&B band TLC, dies in a car crash on a Honduran highway.
In October, legendary hip-hop DJ Jam Master Jay of Run-DMC is shot and killed in a Queens, New York, music studio.


Country crossover star Shania Twain hits No. 1 on the Billboard albums chart with Up!, a double CD with every song in both a pop and country version.

Former Beatles rock legend Paul McCartney brings in $2 million a night, for a total of $103 million, on the year's top-grossing tour.

The Strokes, Spin magazine's 2002 Band of the Year, lead a resurgence of rock 'n' rollers, including The Hives and The Vines.


Alan Jackson's triple-platinum album Drive wins five Country Music Association Awards and is named the USA Today No. 1 country album of 2002.

Nirvana, the famed grunge band's long-awaited greatest hits album, features "You Know You're Right," the last recording Kurt Cobain made before his 1994 suicide.
Dallas Cowboys running back Emmitt Smith breaks Walter Payton's 16,727-yard mark to become the NFL's all-time leading rusher.

The Detroit Red Wings capture the 2002 NHL Stanley Cup over the Cinderella Carolina Hurricanes. It's a record ninth cup for retiring coach Scotty Bowman.

Serena and Venus Williams continue to dominate women's tennis, becoming the first sisters to be ranked No. 1 and No. 2 in the world.

The college football season is marred by violent confrontations involving fans, students and even coaches.

MVP Troy Glaus leads the scrappy Anaheim Angels to the 2002 World Series win over Barry Bonds and the San Francisco Giants, four games to three.

Martha Burk of the National Council of Women's Organizations battles with Augusta National chairman William Johnson over the issue of female membership at the famous Georgia golf club.

An 18th place finish in the NASCAR season finale at Homestead-Miami Speedway is enough to earn Tony Stewart his first Winston Cup Series championship.

Despite an injured toe, Shaquille O'Neal powers the unstoppable Los Angeles Lakers to a third straight NBA championship title in May 2002.
The U.S. men's soccer team advances to the World Cup quarterfinals for the first time, by defeating Mexico 2-0.

The U.S. Postal Service team propels Sports Illustrated magazine's Sportsman of the Year Lance Armstrong to his fourth consecutive Tour de France victory.

The top-rated defense of the Tampa Bay Buccaneers shuts down the No. 1 offense of the Oakland Raiders to win Super Bowl XXXVII 48-21.

LPGA pro Annika Sorenstam, after a record-setting 13-win 2002 season worldwide, accepts an invitation to play the Colonial tournament on the men's 2003 PGA Tour.

The Ohio State Buckeyes beat the heavily favored Miami Hurricanes in double overtime to win the BCS National Championship. The 31-24 victory is the school's first national football title since 1968.

The new sport of SlamBall takes basketball to the extreme on a specially designed court with four trampolines in front of each hoop.

Skateboarding reaches new popularity heights thanks to the high visibility of the X Games and the "Tony Hawk's Pro Skater" video game series.

Surfing welcomes a tidal wave of women to the sport after receiving a Hollywood endorsement in the popular summer flick Blue Crush.
The sports world loses two legends—baseball's "Splendid Splinter" Ted Williams and Johnny Unitas, one of football's greatest quarterbacks.

Zacarais Moussaoui, widely believed to be the 20th hijacker, goes on trial for his involvement in the September 11 terrorist attacks.

FACES

Martha Stewart faces charges of illegal stock trading after former ImClone president Sam Waksal allegedly tips her off regarding the company's demise.

In show business since they were 9 months old, Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen, 16, have amassed a $76 million fortune through their Dualstar Entertainment Group.

Veteran actor Richard Harris, known for his role as Hogwarts wise headmaster Albus Dumbledore, dies of Hodgkin's disease at age 72.

Mentally challenged Ohio high school senior Jake Porter—who suited up for every practice and game for four years but never played—scores his first touchdown.

California's Linda and Loretta Sanchez make history as the first sisters ever elected to Congress.

Mississippi Senator Trent Lott is widely criticized for apparent racist remarks he made at Senator Strom Thurmond's 100th birthday party. In December, Lott resigns as majority leader.